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Abstract
Cellular matter such as foam, emulsions, granular materials, and biological tissues is ubiquitously
observed in nature. Structural similarities in cellular matter are rather surprising because the
governing physics of these systems vastly differ from each other. Identifying common structural
features as well as understanding mechanical properties in cellular matter have been the subject
of extensive research, but linking the two aspects has not received enough attention. In this
dissertation, we elucidate the relations between domain statistics, geometry, and mechanical states
in two-dimensional cellular matter using mathematical and mechanical modeling.
In the 1920s, F.T. Lewis proposed an empirical linear correlation between the average area of
n-sided cells and their topologies based on observation of epidermal layers of Cucumis and many
supporting and dissenting findings have been reported in ensuing decades. Extensive data on the
cells in epidermal layer of Cucumis confirms systematic deviations in size-topology correlations
compare to many other two-dimensional cellular matter and anisotropic shapes in Cucumis cells
explain the observed deviation. We develop a local geometric model that takes into account shape
anisotropy and it successfully predicts both linear Lewis law and distinctive size-topology correla-
tions. To connect statistics and geometry to mechanical properties, we develop a simple mechanical
model with a leading-order interfacial energy functional and simulate typical ground states. Increas-
ing relative adhesion strength induces shape change from isotropic domains to anisotropic domains
that coincides with the rigidity transition from tense states to relaxed states. The quenched disor-
der on cell properties can significantly alter the position of the transition and statistics of Cucumis
experiments indicate that the systems are right at the transition.
The wildtype Drosophila compound eye exhibits regular hexagonal structure of facets called
ommatidia but certain genetic mutations disrupt regulation and lead to generation of topological
defects. With conventional order measures in statistical mechanics, we demonstrate that trans-
ii
lational order disruption in Drosophila eye is sufficient for the onset of topological disorder. The
statistical model based on perturbation of a regular lattice is developed to predict size-topology
correlations. We identify a previously unknown large-scale systematic area variation across the
eye, which has no effect on defect generation. Internal structure of ommatidia also significantly
influences the topological order in Drosophila eye.
In the last two chapters, we investigate the relationship between domain structure and mechan-
ical properties in metastable states. A universal correlation between local edge length and energy
difference between two adjacent metastable states is obtained and the correlation is shown to be in-
dependent of the exact form of energy functional. An efficient algorithm to approach ground states
is proposed based on the universal correlation. The initial edge length distribution is sufficient
to predict global energy difference between metastable states and the ground states. We further
show that limited information on domain statistics yields an accurate prediction of energy level for
metastable states. The defect density determines energetic states in monodisperse systems. The
cross-correlation between size and topology in conjunction with the defect density describes the
inherent structure energy of cellular matter in polydisperse systems. These relations are invariant
across a large class of energy functionals and can therefore be applied to a wide variety of important
systems.
iii
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Cellular matter is loosely defined as a system that is composed of individual entities, (e.g. cells
or domains) which tile the entire space with little continuous phase between them. A wide range
of cellular matter is found in nature, including soap froth [12, 13, 14], emulsions[15, 16], particle
packings[17, 18, 19, 20], granular materials[21, 22, 23, 24], and biological tissues[25, 26]. Mathe-
matically, domain structures of these systems can be simplified as packings of polyhedra in three-
dimensional space (3D) or plane tessellations of polygons in two-dimensional space(2D)[27]. While
the underlying physics that determine domain structures and mechanical properties vastly differ
from each other, universal features observed in a wide range of cellular matter are quite surprising
and have been subjected to scientific research for decades.
Cellular matter exhibits distinct degrees of disorder and it can be quantified by domain statistics.
While crystalline solids and honeycomb pattern of 2D dry soap froth show perfect symmetries
with long range order, disordered systems containing topological defects are much more commonly
observed in nature. To quantify the degree of disorder, various domain statistics have been used.
In particular, size and topology of domains are widely used to characterize structural properties of
these systems [4, 5, 28, 29, 8].
The structure analysis and mathematical modeling of 2D cellular matter are main objects in
this dissertation. Although cellular matter shows 3D structures in general, many systems can be ap-
proximated as 2D structures. For instance, dry soap froth between two parallel plates (Fig. 1.1(a))
and bubble rafts exhibit a single layer structure. Epithelial layers in animal tissues(Fig. 1.1(b)(c))
and epidermal layers in plant tissues(Fig. 1.1(d)(e)) also show confluent monolayer structures with
relatively constant cross-sectional area perpendicular to the height direction. Hence, these sys-
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Figure 1.1: Examples of 2D cellular matter, (a) soap froth[1], (b) Drosophila eye epithelium[2], (c)
Drosophila wing epithelium, (d) Cucumis epidermis[3], (e) tomato epidermis, (f) random Poisson
Voronoi tessellation.
tems can be modeled as 2D systems. While the reduction of dimensionality makes the analysis
of these systems much simpler, the study of 2D systems provides valuable insights for the general
understandings of all cellular matter.
1.2 Size-Topology Correlation
Cellular matter is composed of individual cells so domain statistics are used as quantitative mea-
sures to characterize these systems. The cross-sectional area of individual cells is the straightfor-
ward information and a continuous probability distribution describes it, which we refer to as size
distribution. While the mean of size distribution indicates the typical length scale of the systems,
higher moments of the size distribution provide detailed geometric information.
The number of neighbors for individual cells determines topological structure of cellular matter
so the discrete topology distribution is also commonly used as a quantitative measure. In 2D
systems, the mean of number of neighbors can be mathematically computed by the Euler theorem.
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The Euler theorem states a quantitative correlation between the number of vertices(V ), edges(E),
and faces(F ).
F − E + V = χ (1.1)
The Euler characteristic χ is a topological invariant of the system and it is an integer[30]. Any
vertices in 2D equilibrium foams must be coordination number of z = 3 (i.e. three edges meet at a
vertex) to satisfy Plateau‘s law. Furthermore, only vertices with z = 3 are topologically stable in
2D systems because small deformations easily convert vertices with higher coordination number to
three-way vertices. [31] Hence, vertices in a large class of cellular matter have coordination number
of 3 unless a specific type of mechanism stabilizes vertices with higher coordination number. Under
the condition of z = 3, a simple algebraic computation yields that the mean number of neighbors
must be equal to 6 if the system size is sufficiently large.
Several correlations between size and topology distributions have been discovered empirically.
F. T. Lewis is one of the pioneers in studying statistics of foam, emulsions, and biological tissues.
In his 1920s and 1930s publications, he reported a linear correlation between average area of cells
with n neighbors Ān and number of neighbors n by carefully measuring cell area and topology
in epidermal layer of cucumber [4, 5]. While a positive correlation between Ān and n is natural
because larger cells have longer perimeter to accommodate more neighbors, the linearity of the
correlation is rather surprising. Since his proposal, many supporting and dissenting findings were
reported in ensuing decades.
In 1970, Aboav observed a negative correlation between topology of neighboring cells (i.e. cells
with large number of neighbors tend to be surrounded by cells with small number of neighbors and
vice versa.) from the analysis of sections of polycrystalline MgO [32]. A few years later, Weaire
proved the negative correlation using the Euler theorem that the mean number of neighbors for
cells adjacent to n-sided cell should be inversely proportional to n [33]. Ensuing analysis on various
systems confirms that this negative correlation is a universal feature in a large class of cellular matter
and the quantitative relation can be expressed in terms of a variance of topology distribution µ2
and one parameter a depending on structural properties of the system [34, 35, 36].




Several mathematical models attempt to explain Aboav-Weaire law: microreversibility of topo-
logical transitions[37], geometric argument[38], and statistical mechanics formulation[31]. Recently,
a generalized Aboav-Weaire law was proposed stating that there is non-trivial topological correla-
tion between a center cell and cells in topological distance k. While the correlation vanishes for large
k, this empirical correlation indicates persistent topological structures in the intermediate-length
scale [39, 40].
Quilliet recently observed a universal correlation between widths of size distribution and topol-
ogy distribution, quantified by coefficient of variation cA and cn respectively[8]. While a positive
correlation between cA and cn is expected, it is surprising that many systems show quantitatively
the same correlation. Several analytic approaches successfully explain this correlation, including a
statistical mechanics formalism[41, 42] and a purely geometric local model[6].
1.3 Mechanical Modeling of Cellular Matter
In parallel to the study on domain statistics, several mechanical models have been developed to
explain static structures and dynamics of cellular matter. Soap froth is one of the simplest systems
that a constant surface tension determines equilibrium states[12]. It has been generally accepted
that the regular hexagonal configuration is the ground state of 2D monodisperse foam but rigorous
mathematical proof of the honeycomb conjecture becomes available only recently by Hales[43]. In
1887, Lord Kelvin imposed a question of minimal surface configuration of equal-volume cells and
conjectured that regular packing of tetrakaidecahedra (with curved faces) is the ground state of
3D monodisperse foam[44]. The analogy between the ground state of 2D foam and Kelvin foam
manifested perfect symmetry as a signature of the ground state in soap froth. However, Weaire and
Phelan recently evaluated the energy of different crystal structures using Surface Evolver simula-
tions and they found that the packing of two different kinds of cells, an irregular dodecahedron and
tetrakaidecahedron, accomplishes lower energy state compared to Kelvin foam[45]. A significant
amount of effort has been exerted on search of the ground state for polydisperse foam but the exact
ground state is still unknown[46, 47]. The effects of external perturbation is also investigated in
both experiments and simulations by imposing different types of macroscopic strain. Topological
transitions frequently occur in response to the imposed strain to relieve localized stress [48, 49].
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The coarsening mechanism of foam is also an interesting subject. A universal scaling law is ob-
served in terms of average cell size in 2D foam[50] and the neighbor distribution approaches to the
asymptotic shape with a constant cn[51].
Over last two decades, high resolution microscopy techniques have been improved greatly and
obtaining quantitative data on biological systems becomes much easier and more efficient. Various
types of morphological behavior are identified in biological tissues such as cell division, cell apopto-
sis, cell rearrangement, cell migration, and cell sorting that are essential to understand embryogen-
sis, wound hearing, and tumorigenesis. A number of mechanical models are developed to explain
tissue morphogenesis. The differential adhesion hypothesis(DAH) suggests that heterogeneous
adhesion energy between neighboring cells determines biological tissue structures. Numerical sim-
ulations based on DAH successfully explain cell sorting in heterogeneous cell aggregates[52, 53, 54].
Cellular Potts model is commonly used to simulate equilibrium states of biological tissues governed
by interfacial energy[53, 55]. The vertex model serves as a general framework to study 2D confluent
monolayer of biological tissues[56, 57, 58, 59, 60]. Most studies based on the vertex model utilizes
a common energy functional that consists of bulk elasticity, interfacial elasticity, and cell-cell ad-
hesion. Recent vertex model studies identify the rigidity transition from isotropic tense states to
anisotropic relaxed states governed by adhesion strength [57, 61, 62]. Particle based models under
various pair potential functions are also used to study tissue morphologies[63, 64]. These theoret-
ical approaches significantly reduce complexity of biological systems but enable us to grasp key
biological and physical aspects on tissue morphogenesis.
1.4 Organization of Dissertation
The dissertation is broadly divided into three parts. In the first part of the dissertation (chapter
2-3), we develop mathematical and mechanical models to accurately predict the Lewis law observed
in Cucumis epidermis. The local geometric model, seeking optimal packing of local cell clusters,
is sufficient to explain size-topology correlations in Cucumis experiments. Two distinct classes of
cellular matter are identified in terms of local cell geometry. Vertex model simulations of typical
ground states elucidate that changes in the cell shape and size-topology correlations are governed
by relative adhesion strength. The mechanical model also shows that the transition from isotropic
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cell shapes to anisotropic cell shapes corresponds to the rigidity transition from tense states to
relaxed states.
In chapter 4, onset of topological disorder in Drosophila compound eyes is investigated. The
disruption of translational order can induce topological defects in the Drosophila eye. The large-
scale area gradient across the eye is first identified and the systematic area variation has distinctive
effects on defect generations compared to local statistical area variation. We also find that the
internal structure of eye facets plays an important role in defect generations. A statistical model
based on the perturbation of a regular triangular lattice is developed and it successfully predicts
size-topology correlations in both wildtype and different types of mutants.
In the third part of the dissertation (chapter 5-6), we illustrate universal features of metastable
states in terms of structural measures and geometry. A neighbor change mechanism, also called
T1 transition, is an elementary process to change topological structure of the systems. There
is a universal correlation between local edge length and energy difference between two adjacent
metastable states. An efficient annealing protocol is proposed based on this correlation. A short
edge portion in the initial edge length distribution accurately predicts the amount of energy decrease
by energy minimization process. In chapter 6, we show that the potential energy landscape can
be described in terms of local statistical measures. Limited information on the system structure is
sufficient to approximate the energy level of metastable states and the inherent structure energy is
insensitive to the exact form of energy functionals. Hence, visual information only can be used to
identify the energetic states of metastable states in a wide range of cellular matter.
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Chapter 2
Role of Anisotropy in Size-Topology
Correlation
In this chapter1, local geometric models are developed to explain long-standing empirical correla-
tions between size and topology. Universal characteristic of size-topology correlations implies that
these features are rooted in geometric or topological properties and independent of exact physical
forces that determine domain structures.
Since F. T. Lewis’s pioneering work in the 1920s, a linear correlation between the average in-
plane area of domains in a 2-D cellular structure and the number of neighbors of the domains has
been empirically proposed, with many supporting and dissenting findings in the ensuing decades.
Revisiting Lewis’s original experiment, we take a larger set of more detailed data on the cells in
the epidermal layer of Cucumis, and analyze the data in the light of recent results on size-topology
correlations. We find that the correlation between the number-of-neighbor distribution (topology)
and the area distribution is altered over that of many other 2D cellular systems (such as foams
or disk packings), and that the systematic deviation can be explained by the anisotropic shape
of the Cucumis cells. We develop a novel theory of size-topology correlation taking into account
the characteristic aspect ratio of the cells within the framework of a granocentric model, and
show that both Lewis’s and our experimental data is consistent with the theory. In contrast to
the granocentric model for isotropic domains, the new theory results in an approximately linear
correlation consistent with Lewis law. These statistical effects can be understood from the increased
number of configurations available to a plane-filling domain system with non-isotropic elements,
for the first time providing a firm explanation of why Lewis law is valid in some systems and fails
in others.
1This chapter is adapted from Kim et al[3].
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2.1 Introduction
Cellular matter can be loosely defined as a set of individual domains that fill space in typically
two or three dimensions, either without gaps or with a continuous phase between the domains that
takes up only a small fraction of the volume. Even if the continuous phase fraction is high, as it is
between packed grains or beads, there are ways to define a space-filling domain structure around
the grains by constructing space-filling polygons or polyhedra through Voronoi tessellation [65],
Laguerre tessellation [66], or the Navigational Map [67, 68].
The domain structure depends on the properties of the individual objects which it is made
of, in particular on their size distribution and on various properties associated with their shape.
Moreover, the degree of order or disorder plays a crucial role: Regular packings of equal-sized
grains give rise to periodic space-filling polygonal structures, but the same grains can also fill space
in a random fashion [69, 70, 6, 71, 7]. In this disordered case, information about the structure
must be statistical in nature, but is far from random. For a long time, researchers have asked
questions about a quantitative description of such statistics, and to what extent they can reflect
mechanical, physical, or biological properties of the individual domains or cells, and even of the
history of the formation of the structure as a whole. Of particular interest have been properties
called ”topological” in the community – those associated with the number of neighbor domains
n of individual domains. The statistics of n shows a number of intriguing correlations with that
of the domain size – for two-dimensional systems, the (projected) area A. One of the first of
these observations concerned epidermal tissue of the fruit of the cucumber (Cucumis sp.) by the
American biologist Frederic T. Lewis [72, 4]. The epidermis is a single columnar layer of cells
directly under the cucumber’s skin, so that a cross section parallel to that skin shows a polygonal
domain pattern of cells in two dimensions (Fig. 2.1). Of the careful measurements of cell size,
shape, and topology Lewis published in a series of papers in the 1920s and 1930s [73, 4, 74, 5], one
result in particular intrigued researchers: Lewis had found [4, 5] that the average area of cells with
the same number n of neighbors, Ān, grew approximately linear with n (Fig. 2.1b).
While the qualitative statement of Lewis’ law is intuitive (a cell with more neighbors tends
to be larger), its linearity is remarkable and even counterintuitive: Figure 2.2(a) shows a simple
argument for guessing a Ān law by drawing ”typical” (i.e., average-sized) objects as neighbors of
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Figure 2.1: (a) Experimental image of a cross-section of cucumber epidermal tissue. This sample
contains about 360 cells of which the neighbor relations can be determined. The image demon-
strates both the significant polydispersity of the sample and the elongated shape of most cells. (b)
Experimental data for the average area Ān of cells with n neighbors (Lewis’ law) from the original
publications by Lewis [4, 5] (diamonds) and the present results (triangles down). The results from
Lewis’s two publications [4] and [5] are essentially indistinguishable, so the average of the two
results is plotted here. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
a central object of variable size. If we take the average-size objects to have area Ā = 1, each
takes up a section of length L̄ = O(1) of the central object’s perimeter. As there are n neighbors,
this central object perimeter must be Ln ∼ nL̄. But areas scale as the squares of perimeters, so
the central-object area would be An ∼ n2, in contradiction with Lewis’s findings, if An from this
argument is taken as representative for the average Ān. What is wrong about this idea? Are there
neighbor correlations that make the idea of ”average” neighbors untenable? Is it important to take
into account positional disorder [7]?
We revisit Lewis’s experiment to address such questions. In a broader sense, however, Lewis’s
law is still a long-standing unsolved empirical finding, which has been reportedly observed in diverse
systems of cellular matter (living and inanimate) [75, 76, 77, 28], but has also been challenged a
number of times over the past decades, as it was not able to describe correlations in many other
systems (again, living and inanimate) [75, 78, 8, 6]. A fresh look at the issue appears promising
because of our group’s recent progress in quantifying a variety of size-topology correlations in 2D
and 3D cellular matter [6, 7] using a simple theoretical model.
Section 2.2 will review this model as it was developed for isotropic objects and successfully
applied to a wide range of systems. Section 2.3 shows our new experimental data and quantitative
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characteristics of the cucumber tissue, such as the anisotropy of the cells. In section 2.4 we derive
a new granocentric model for 2D anisotropic objectst. Section 2.5 shows how the results from the
model compare with experiment, and how they contrast with those from previously derived models.
Conclusions are presented in section 2.6.
2.2 Granocentric Model
While the structure of cellular matter could exhibit long-range spatial correlations, statistical fea-
tures of diverse systems in 2D and 3D are successfully elucidated by purely local models recently.
In particular, the Granocentric Model(GM) [68, 79, 71] has been developed to explain neighbor
statistics in emulsions and packing of monodisperse particles in 3D . Our interests in 2D systems
lead to the development of 2D model in the framework of GM recently [6, 11, 7].
The simplest assumption we made is using a circle as a geometric template to represent indi-
vidual cells so the central disk of area Ac is surrounded by neighboring disks that are randomly
selected from an area distribution, P (A) (Fig. 2.2(b)). Each neighboring disk touches the central
disk and occupies a fraction of an angle φ around it. For a given P (A), a conditional probabil-
ity P (φ|Ac) can be derived, and from that a conditional probability of the central disk having n
neighbors, P (n|Ac) can be derived accordingly. The neighbor distribution is simply computed as
a convolution of the conditional probability P (n|Ac), P (n) =
∫
P (n|Ac)P (Ac)dAc. If this local
computation explains statistics of 2D cellular matter, the local computation has to satisfy Euler‘s
theorem, n̄ = 6. In the 2D GM, this condition can be fulfilled by modifying the maximum angle
available for the central cell from φc = 2π to φc =
13π
6 (see [6] for details). If we assume the shape
of the area distribution as Gaussian, the neighbor distribution P (n) can be analytically computed
in terms of the coefficient of variation of the area distribution cA.
















where Σ = sin (13π/12n).
The disk model explains previously known empirical correlations between size and topology, in
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Figure 2.2: (a) A central disk surrounded by average-sized disks, supporting a nonlinear Ān(n) law
[6, 7]. (b) GM model for polydisperse disks taking up angles φ around a central disk. (c) Relation
between neighbor distribution width cn and area distribution width cA for various experimental,
simulational, and theoretical systems. Potts model simulation data adopted from [8]; sheared foam
experiments from [8]; Drosophila tissue data from [9], analysis from [6]; simulations of random
Voronoi tilings with hard-core exclusion radii from [10]. Value of cA for Lewis’s cucumber data
[4, 5] estimated, see text. Note that neither the RVP data nor the cucumber experiments conform
to the results of the isotropic disk theory (solid line). (d) Different systems show significantly
different Ān(n) curves. The linear Lewis law is observed for the present cucumber data as well
as those of Lewis [4, 5], and also for some RVP simulations (rectangles correspond to the data
set of [10] with cA ≈ 0.49). By contrast, the nonlinear size-topology relation established from the
disk model (solid line, [6]) is seen in other experiments, e.g. photo emulsion data from Lewis [5]
(squares), and sheared foams [8] (triangles up).
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particular (i) the correlation between width of size and topology distributions shown in Fig. 2.2(c),
and (ii) the correlation between Ān and n, which is analog to Lewis law, but it predicts nonlinear
correlation between An and n (Fig. 2.2(d)). Various systems both experiments and simulations
agree with the disk model, including foam experiments, disk packing, Drosophila epithelial tissues
or Potts model simulations [8, 6]. However, simulations of random Voronoi polygons(RVP) and
Lewis‘s original work do not conform to the disk model, see Fig. 2.2(c),(d). For a given area
polydispersity, these systems exhibit a larger width of the neighbor distribution compare to the
theory and they follow Lewis law such that the correlation between An and n is approximately
linear. In the case of RVP systems, these deviations can be explained because the domain shape
is not isotropic. RVP systems are mathematically constructed without any interfacial energies to
make the domain shape isotropic. Hence, individual domains are considerably elongated and the
use of circle as a geometric template is not appropriate for RVP systems. In the case of Lewis‘s
work on Cucumis, the validity of such explanation is inconclusive due to the lack of data about the
shape of individual domains. Hence, we decided to acquire Cucumis data by ourselves.
2.3 Experiments
2.3.1 Materials and Methods
English slicing cucumber cultivars of Cucumis sativus of length 10-20 cm were obtained. We made
no attempt to distinguish between growing and mature fruit (Lewis concentrated on growing cu-
cumbers in [4] and fully-grown fruit in [5], but did not specify any particular cultivar in either
case). Nevertheless, we obtained consistent results from all samples, and it is likely that the fruit
were not in a state of vigorous growth (see below). Thin sections of the epidermis were prepared
parallel to the outer surface of the cucumber, so that the columnar cells appeared as polygons un-
der an inverted microscope (Olympus IX71). Soaking in diluted acetic acid for 48 hours removed
the green chlorophyll color without changing cell morphology. For enhanced contrast of cell walls,
the tissue was stained with Toluidine Blue (Carolina Biological), exposing it to the dye for about
30 minutes before rinsing. We did not attempt to fix the tissue, which might have distorted or
shrunk the cell shapes. Micrographs (Fig. 2.1(a)) were taken at 20x or 40x magnification and the
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Figure 2.3: (a) Binned experimental data of area probability distribution (symbols) and Gamma
distribution fit (solid line), with a coefficient of variation cA = 0.38. (b) Binned experimental
data of probability distribution of cell eccentricity. (c) Binned experimental data of probability
distribution of cell aspect ratios. (d) Dependence of aspect ratio on number of neighbors; error
bars are 95% confidence intervals.
resulting images analyzed with CellProfiler [80, 81]. Data was processed from 10 samples of 9
different cucumbers, with each sample containing between 250 and 800 entire cells in the field of
view (i.e., cells whose neighbor number n could be determined). The total number of cells analyzed
was 4243. The samples were generally taken near the stem end of the cucumber, because there the
density of stomatal cells [82] was low. In other sections of the fruit, stomata disrupt the uniform
pattern of the epidermis and need to be either analyzed separately or otherwise excluded from the
sample (Lewis does not mention this difficulty in any of his publications). We did not observe
unambiguous examples of cells undergoing divisions, and conclude that dividing cells are a very
rare occurrence in our samples (i.e., the fruit is growing slowly or not at all, and the cells can be
interpreted as resting or quiescent [5, 29]).
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2.3.2 Image Analysis
CellProfiler provides data such as the number and identity of neighbors, the cross-sectional area
A, and the eccentricity ε of the cells, the latter being defined as the eccentricity of an ellipse that
has the same area and same second area moments as the actual cell [80]. For the purposes of
the theory developed later, we translate the eccentricity into an aspect ratio α, defining it as the
ratio of minor and major axes of this ellipse, so that α =
√
1− ε2 ≤ 1. Figure 2.3(a),(b) shows
the probability distribution of areas P (A) and eccentricity P (e). The P (A) distributions of the
individual cucumber sample differ significantly, though not greatly, from each other, but all are












where the mean has been set to Ā = 1, and the experimental coefficients of variation cA for different
samples range between 0.36 and 0.45. The overall distribution in Fig. 2.3(a) is described by an
average value of cA ≈ 0.38. The P (α) distribution (Fig. 2.3(c)) is strongly peaked around a mean
value ᾱ ≈ 0.7. This confirms the visual observation (cf. Fig. 2.1(a)) that the cucumber cells are
pronouncedly anisotropic and elongated. This makes them qualitatively similar to the domains
of RVP tilings, though less extreme in shape – translating second-moment data of Poisson RVP
domains [83, 65] into aspect ratios leads to a mean of about ᾱRV P ≈ 0.44.
Figure 2.3(d) demonstrates that the aspect ratio does not strongly correlate with the number
of neighbors. While cells with larger n tend to be slightly more anisotropic, this effect only appears
pronounced for neighbor numbers n ≥ 9, where the rareness of these cells (less than 1% of the
total) causes large error bars. Assuming a uniform aspect ratio α = ᾱ for all cells will be our
zeroth-order assumption in the model described in the next section. From the neighbor data, the
probabilities Pn are determined, again with slight variations from sample to sample, the coefficient
of variation cn ranging from 0.168 to 0.194. The overall average number of neighbors is n̄ ≈ 5.9995,
in very good agreement with Euler theorem.
When plotting the (cA, cn) data points from experiment in the correlation graph Fig. 2.2(c),
we notice that they fall between the GM predictions and the RVP data – which is intuitive if
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the larger cn values are correlated with larger α (anisotropy) of the domains. Note that Lewis’s
original publications [4, 5] contain the Pn distribution, but not the full P (A) distribution, and thus
did not include a value for cA. In order to be able to present this data in the same graph, we
estimate Lewis’s cA as follows: The original paper [4, 5] reports a ”range” of areas for cells with
a given n, together with the average area of these cells. Assuming a normal distribution for the
areas of each n-neighbor class of cells, we can determine how likely it is that the number of cells
in Lewis’s sample (e.g., he took into account the size of N5 = 100 resting cells with 5 neighbors
in the corresponding range) will all fall within the given range, if we assume cA to have a given
value. Increasing cA from zero, this probability goes from 1 (certainty) to 0 (almost certainly at
least one cell will be outside the range). Demanding all neighbor classes of cells to have at least a
50% probability of obeying the range, we obtain cLewisA ≈ 0.26 as the most likely estimate. This is
considerably smaller than our samples, but Lewis’s neighbor distribution width is also significantly
smaller (cn ≈ 0.145). These values are the result of averaging data from [4] and [5], but the
individual values from the two publications differ very little from each other. The resulting data
point again lies between disk and RVP predictions in Fig. 2.2(c). The discrepancy between Lewis’s
Cucumis data and ours could be due to a number of potential differences between the samples
(unfortunately, no detailed information is available in Lewis’s papers): (i) the fruits could be from
different species of Cucumis; (ii) if of the same species, they could be different cultivars; (iii) at least
some of Lewis’s tissue samples were growing and proliferating, while ours is practically quiescent;
(iv) Lewis may have included stomatal tissue in his samples, which we discarded. Nevertheless, the
general finding of a 2D tissue with relatively larger neighbor distribution width than an equally
polydisperse isotropic domain system is common to all samples and results. In order to test our
hypothesis that this effect is due to the anisotropy of the domains, we developed a novel modeling
approach.
2.4 Anisotropic GM Model
GM model that we discussed previously uses disk shape as a geometric template to replace an
individual cell. For a given neighboring cell area, the portion of perimeter occupied by neighboring
disk is exactly determined. However, anisotropic shape of individual domains allows a rich variety
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Figure 2.4: (a) Illustration of the occurrence of short-edge neighbors as a consequence of elongated
(anisotropic) cell shape. (b) Schematic of the rectangular-cell model, with the three different types
of edges (R,G,B) indicated by colors. The cells are polydisperse, but have the same aspect ratio.
Short edges are highlighted in (a) and (b). (c) Probability distributions f(s) of edge lengths for
area (Gamma) distributions of different cA. (d) Example of a rare cell with n = 3 neighbors,
corresponding to a modeling situation with one short B edge with ni = 0.
of local configurations because a neighboring cell of a given area can take up different portion
of perimeter, depending on relative orientation. In particular, short edges between neighboring
cells become more frequent in this situation and these edges can significantly alter statistics in
the systems (Fig. 2.4(a)). Hence, introducing anisotropic shape in the model is a key idea of the
present model. An ellipse is a natural candidate for the template of anisotropic cells to describe
neighbor configurations with full relative positioning and orientation but its computation becomes
unnecessarily complicated. Instead, we propose a model with a rectangle as the geometric template
that captures the gist of short-edge occurrences and the feature of anisotropic cell shape.
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An individual domain is replaced by a rectangle of uniform aspect ratio α, with edge lengths
l1 and l2, where l1 = αl2 =
√
αA (Fig. 2.4(b)). Neighboring domains are assumed to have sides
parallel to the edge of the center domain, and those extending beyond the end point of a central
edge induce short edges(Fig. 2.4(b)). In the framework of GM model, we need to compute the
probability of a central cell, with the area Ac, to have n neighbors drawn from a given area
distribution P (A)(Fig. 2.3(a)).
The number of neighbors n of the central cell is merely the sum of the number of neighbors ni
of the four individual edges so the conditional probability P (n|Ac) can be calculated from that of
an individual edge P (ni|lc). The probability distribution of edge length f(s) can be easily derived
from P (A) if the orientation of neighboring domain is assumed to be equally likely, i.e. an edge
length s for a given domain is 50% chance of s = l1 and 50% chance of s = l2. It then follows









(Fig. 2.4(c)). Generally, f(s) shows bimodal shape with the
peak values near s =
√
α and s = 1/
√
α and this is qualitatively different from the unimodal angle
distribution f(φ) of the isotropic disk model.
2.4.1 Edge Neighbor Configurations
The average edge of any rectangle must have 1.5 edges to satisfy Euler theorem, n̄ = 6. However,
neighbor patterns of individual edges can be qualitatively different, depending on the location of
first neighbor and last neighbor of a given central edge. There are three different types of edges
in a rectangle tiling (Fig. 2.4(b)) : (i) the lengths of neighboring sides precisely add up to that
of the center edge (denoted as a ’blue edge’ B), (ii) one end of the central edge is flush with the
neighbor, while the neighbor at the other end overshoots the central edge (’green edge’ G), (iii)
The neighboring cells overshoot at both ends of the central edge(’red edge’ R). The combination
of these types of edges makes up neighbor patterns of the central cell and the relative frequency of
these patterns depend on the construction mechanism of the tiling. While the details of how the
pattern of elongated cells in Cucumis is formed are unknown, we found that different statistical
weights of the three types of edges have little effects on the final result of the neighbor distribution
P (n). In the limit of monodisperse rectangles (cA → 0), the expected average number of neighbors
is ni = 2 for R edges, ni = 1.5 edges for G edges, and ni = 1 for B edges.
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The type of the first central edge for tiling must be R edge because the probability that the
rectangle neighbor is flush with the corner of the center rectangle is statistically zero if there is
freedom of neighbor placement. One of the remaining three central edges is chosen for tiling with
equal probability. If the opposite edge to the first is selected, the second central edge should be
also R edge, granting the most freedom of configuration, and the remaining two edges are then
necessarily B edges. The resulting edge pattern is RBRB. If one of the adjacent edges to the
first is selected, it is designated to G edge. The remaining two edges should be one G and one B
edge respectively. Two configurations RGBG and RGGB should be distinguished; two G edges are
opposite each other in RGBG, and two G edges are adjacent each other in RGGB. Overall, three
patterns RBRB, RGBG, and RGGB occur with equal probability of 1/3.
2.4.2 Edge Neighbor Probabilities
The conditional probability of having ni neighbors for each edge type can be calculated separately.
For a G edge of length lc, the first neighboring edge begins at one end of the central edge so the
conditional probability PG(ni|lc) is the probability that the sum of n− 1 neighboring edges is less
than lc but an additional neighboring edge makes the sum of n neighboring edges longer than lc.
This is a full analogy to the angular distribution of disk neighbors in the isotropic GM model[6].
Using two notations Rn(s) = P (
∑n
i=1 si = s) =
∫ s
0 f(s̄)Rn−1(s− s̄)ds̄ and F (lc − s) =
∫∞
lc−s f(s̄)ds̄
(cf. [68, 79, 6]), we can express PG(ni|lc) as below.




Rni−1(s)F (lc − s)ds (2.5)
To calculate the conditional probability of R edge PR(ni|lc), an additional degree of freedom
should be taken into account. After the length of the first neighboring edge, s1, is chosen, we also
need to choose its location relative to the central edge, which we call s̃ here (measured from the
starting point of the central edge to the end point of the first neighboring edge). s̃ is assumed to
be uniformly distributed in the allowed range 0 ≤ s̃ ≤ s1. For a R edge to have one neighbor, the










When ni > 1, the first neighboring edge can be any length, but s̃ is now 0 ≤ s̃ ≤ s1 for s1 < lc,
and 0 ≤ s̃ ≤ lc for s1 ≥ lc. After placing the first cell, the conditional probability of ni−1 neighbors
for the remaining length lc − s̃ is analogous to that of G edge, PG(ni − 1|lc − s̃). Hence, PR(ni|lc)

















ds̃PG(ni − 1|lc − s̃) (2.7)
In principle, the conditional probability of a B edge PB(ni|lc) is the probability that the sum of n
neighboring edge lengths is exactly same as lc but this would be a probability of zero for continuous
distributions. In reality, large neighboring cells would be squeezed into a gap of length lc and thus
become neighbors of a given central edge. However, arbitrarily large cells cannot be fit into the
central edge so we define a length criterion for squeezing neighboring edges: If the neighboring
edge is longer than βlc, where β > 1 is a constant, we assume that the squeezing is impossible
so the neighboring cell is not counted as a neighbor (the gap left would instead be interpreted as
closed by the remaining neighbors, see Fig. 2.4(d)). This mechanism provides for a – very small
– probability of a cell having less than 4 neighbors, which does occur in experiment for less than
0.1% of all cells. We further assume that the squeezing only applies to the first neighboring edge
then PB(ni|lc) is written as below:
PB(0|lc) = F (βlc) (2.8)
PB(1|lc) = PG(2|lc) + PG(1|lc)− PB(0|lc) (2.9)
PB(ni|lc) = PG(ni − 1|lc) (2.10)
a B edge of length lc has zero neighbors(ni = 0) if the first neighboring edge is long than βlc.
It has ni = 1 if the first neighboring edge s1 is shorter than lc but the second neighboring edge is
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Figure 2.5: (a) Conditional probability of a central edge having one neighbor (ni = 1), given lc,
for the R, G, and B edges. The results differ little for significantly different cA. (b) Conditional
probability of a cell of area Ac having n = 4, 6, or 8 neighbors. In both figures, solid lines: cA = 0.2,
dashed lines: cA = 0.45.
longer than lc − s1, which is exactly same as a G edge with two neighbors (PG(2|lc)) or if the first
neighboring edge fits by squeezing (PG(1|lc)−PB(0|lc)). For ni ≥ 2, the B edge is exactly same as
the G edge but the last neighbor of the G edge cannot fit into the remaining gap. It remains to
determine the coefficient β. Rather than choosing it arbitrarily, we can use of Euler theorem: the
average number of neighbors can be computed by adding contributions from all types of edges. We
found that the mean number of neighbors weakly depends on β but Euler theorem must hold for
any systems, n̄ = 6. Hence, the relation specifies β(α, cA).
Figure 2.5(a) shows that the conditional probabilities of each type of edge are indeed substan-
tially different, especially for ni = 1, while the dependence on cA is not very pronounced.
2.4.3 Conditional and Unconditional Cell Neighbor Probabilities
To compute P (n|Ac), we now take the sum of the products of the conditional probabilities of the
corresponding edges for three possible combinations such that the sum of neighbors of an individual
edge adds up to n,
∑4
i=1 ni = n. We use the equal probabilities of local configurations RBRB,
RGGB and RGBG (see section 2.4.1). The explicit formula are simple combinatorics and the
further detail is in Appendix A. We present the sample results in Fig. 2.5(b) for n = 4, 6 and 8.
P (n|Ac) shows a unimodal shape that is well approximated by either a normal distribution or a
gamma distribution. The width of P (n|Ac) becomes larger as n increases (Fig. 2.5(b)), because
there is a larger variety of combinations such that
∑4
i=1 ni = n for a larger value of n.
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Figure 2.6: (a) Comparison of neighbor probabilities Pn from experiment (solid symbols), the
present anisotropic theory (open symbols, solid line), and the isotropic disk theory (open symbols,
dashed line). Agreement with the anisotropic model at the experimentally observed cA = 0.38 is
very good. (b) Dependence of Pn on cA for the anisotropic and isotropic models. The former shows
none of the crystallization features of the latter.
Finally, we compute the neighbor distribution P (n) as P (n) =
∫
P (n|Ac)P (Ac)dAc and the
mean of the neighbor distribution n̄ =
∑
n nP (n). For a given cA and α, a value of β is calculated
to fulfill the Euler theorem, n̄ = 6. Although β value varies as cA and α change, the range of β
is between 1.3 and 1.9 even for extreme cases outside the range of our present experiments (we
explored α as small as 0.44 which corresponds to RVP, and cA as large as 0.6) For our present
Cucumis experimental data, β only varies between 1.75 to 1.88.
The neighbor distributions P (n) are qualitatively different from those of the isotropic disk case.
For a given area polydispersity (quantified by cA), P (n) of the anisotropic case is much wider
compare to that of the isotropic case (Fig. 2.6(a)). Plotting P (n) dependence of cA (Fig. 2.6(b)),
we also observe that the anisotropic model fails to show the typical crystallization-thresh hold
effect of the isotropic model[6, 11], i.e. the probability of 6 neighbors does not asymptote to 1 as cA
approaches to zero. While monodisperse disks will form crystalline structure of hexagons, this is
not true for the anisotropic objects, where the orientation of the rectangle always provides a larger
variety of neighbor patterns. Hence, the anisotropic shape has to be accounted as a third source
of disorder: apart from size disorder and positional disorder[7], there is also orientational disorder,
and its effect is clearly seen in the present study.
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2.5 Results and Discussion
The main variables of size and topology can be computed accordingly as outlined above. Using the
aspect ratio α and the width cA of the gamma distribution as inputs, the conditional probability
P (n|Ac) and the neighbor distribution P (n) are calculated. The width of the neighbor distribution





(n− n̄)2P (n) (2.11)
To compute the average area of cells having n neighbors An, the conditional probability of cell
area having n neighbors P (Ac|n) is first derived from P (n|Ac) using Bayes‘s theorem. An can be






AcP (n|Ac)P (Ac)dAc (2.12)
The resulting cn value of the anisotropic model significantly deviates from that of the isotropic
disk model for a given cA and the anisotropic model results accurately predict present cucumber
experimental data (Fig. 2.7(a)). Anisotropic shape in the present model indeed leads to larger
cn for a given cA, and qualitatively explains the observed deviations from the isotropic model.
Orientational disorder, which is absent in the isotropic model pushes cn to larger values. Note that
the rectangle model does not revert to the disk model result as the aspect ratio α approaches one
(Fig. 2.7(a)) because short-edge characteristics of the anisotropic model, depicted in Fig. 2.4(a),(b),
persist even with square domain shapes. Larger α induces decrease of cn, but not to the extent of
the disk model. Insensitivity of the results to changes of α supports that using the average aspect
ratio ᾱ is a reasonable approximation.
As mentioned above when discussing P (n) distributions, crystallization is not observed in the
anisotropic model so cn does not approach to zero as cA → 0. The orientational disorder is sufficient
to maintain finite number of topological defects even for monodisperse systems.
The predicted An of the anisotropic model (Fig. 2.7(b)) also agrees very well with both Lewis‘s
original experiments and our present experiments for the experimentally established range of 4 ≤
n ≤ 9, with no free parameters (β is determined by Euler theorem). Comparison outside that
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range requires more extensive experimental data: among the over 4200 cells, we found only four
cells with n = 3 and three cells with n = 10. The shape of An curve is less universal compare
to the analogous relation in the isotropic model: For the disk model, An curves change very little
with the change of cA so a universal size law can explain both small and large polydispersities. For
the rectangle model, the shape of An curve varies significantly with cA (Fig. 2.7(b)). While the
relation stays approximately linear, its slope increases as cA increases.
If An curve is assumed to be linear a priori, both experimental and theoretical data conform to
one-parameter fit due to a constraint,
∑
n P (n)An = 1, i.e. the mean of An should be equal to the
average area. The linear fit function can be written with a single parameter, n0, translating into a





The simplest argument is that every cell has at least three neighbors so two-sided cells are not
observed and they should have zero area, A2 = 0. This assumption leads to n0 = 2, which gives
the slope of k = 0.25. The least square fit of our experimental data yields the slope of kexp = 0.235
(R2 ≈ 0.987), which is very close to the result of the simple argument. The anisotropic model with
cA = 0.38 gives the slope of ktheo = 0.265. Not only does the slope of the anisotropic model agree
well with that of experimental data (dashed line in Fig. 2.7(b)), but the shape of An produced by
the model is also very close to a straight line, R2 ≈ 0.962. Hence, the anisotropic model generates
approximately linear An curve without prior assumption of linearity when cA = 0.38 (and in fact,
produces significant nonlinearities for larger cA values).
The effects of the area distribution shape on the model results is further investigated. Instead
of using a gamma distribution, a normal distribution of the same mean and width is used to
compute P (n). It is reported that such change has little effect on An for the disk model [6]. In
the anisotropic model, deviations of An are observed, but only high n ≥ 10. If better statistics
for large n from experimental data could be obtained, such deviations could be used to probe
the shape of the large-area tail of P (A) distribution. However, our present data does not provide
sufficient statistics for large n so it is hard to determine whether a gamma distribution describes the
decay of P (A) distribution better than a normal distribution or not. For the reliable range of An
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Figure 2.7: (a) Graph of cA − cn size-topology correlation with data and isotropic theory as in
Fig. 2.2(c). The results from the present anisotropic theory (solid line) are consistent with both
the current and Lewis’s data on Cucumis. (b) Lewis’ law Ān(n) from the anisotropic theory (dashed
lines) agrees with the experimental results when the experimental polydispersity cA = 0.38 is used
in the theory. The curve changes significantly as cA is increased or decreased. Error bars are 95%
confidence intervals.
curve (4 ≤ n ≤ 9), the anisotropic model produces a robust result regardless of the shape of P (A)
distribution. The linearity of An curve can be explained by the presence of orientational disorder in
the system. Compare to the isotropic systems, cells with a given topology n exhibit a larger variety
of configurations, Hence, it tends to induce higher probabilities of small cells accommodating larger
n, or conversely larger cells accommodating small n. As a result, An increases for n < 6 and it
decreases for n > 6 over the disk model. The change of An by the orientational disorder makes the
dependence of center cell area on n being less than quadratic, which we discussed in section 2.1
and the An curve becomes approximately linear.
In the isotropic disk model, it was possible to derive simple analytic expressions of P (n) and
An by replacing all distributions with normal distributions of equal mean and width. For the
anisotropic model, it is hard to obtain such analytic expressions. In particular, there is no compact
way of writing the combinatorial expressions in P (n|Ac) so it leads to considerably complicated
and lengthy expressions. However, the accurate analytic representation for all Pξ(ni|lc) (ξ = R,G,
and B) can be obtained by replacing Rn(s) by a normal distribution and f(s) by the sum of two
normal distributions with the same first and second moments. These expressions can be helpful to
speed up computations for large-scale parameter scans.
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2.6 Conclusions
We have shown that the fundamental correlations between domain size and topology are signifi-
cantly different for anisotropic domains compared to isotropic domains in 2D tilings. Revisiting
Lewis‘ experiments on cucumber epidermis, we acquire more extensive experimental data and con-
firm that the typical anisotropy in cucumber cell shape induces distinct size-topology correlations
compared to the isotropic model result. A new geometric model is developed in the framework
of GM. The individual cell domains are approximated by rectangles with fixed aspect ratio and
the neighbor patterns for individual central edges are computed with varying degree of freedom
in placement of neighboring cells. The neighbor distribution can be easily calculated from the
conditional probabilities. Similar to the isotropic disk model, the anisotropic model has only one
parameter β and it is determined by Euler theorem for a given cA and α. The choice of β ensures
that the collections of local configurations with a center cell and neighboring cells have statistics
compatible with plane-filling tilings.
The anisotropy observed in experiments is a sufficient ingredient to explain both cA - cn corre-
lation and approximately linear An curve, which is qualitatively different from the isotropic model
result (smaller cn for a given cA and nonlinear An curve). It can be conjectured that there is a
range of ’Lewis laws’ interpolating linear and nonlinear An curves depending on the domain shape,
and comprising many examples found in experiment and simulation [75, 8, 76, 10, 6].
In the present model, we assume that all cells have the same aspect ratio because the anisotropy
parameter (either eccentricity or aspect ratio) shows a pronounced peak at a certain value in our
experiments. The model can be improved by taking a continuous aspect ratio distribution of ex-
perimental data instead of the mean value, adding one more integration variable for averaging.
However, even with the mean aspect ratio, the model demonstrates the role of orientational dis-
order in domain statistics, and once again shows that local packing of domains explains many
statistical properties of a plane-filling 2D systems. The combination of orientational disorder and
size disorder is sufficient to explain the present experimental data, without the need to explicitly
evaluate positional disorder.
Our present model is purely geometric so it does not explain the physical or biological causes of
the cell anisotropy. For any 2D cellular matter dominated by interfacial tension, the disk model is a
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good approximation because individual domains are enforced by energy minimization to have com-
pact(isotropic) shapes [6]. Foams are a prime example of these systems [14, 12, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88].
In the case of cucumber tissue, different energy contributions aside from the interfacial elastic-
ity would lead to the anisotropic domains shape. Forces of the cytoskeletal bulk[89], cell wall
stiffness[90], location of organelles[91], differential adhesion forces[56, 58, 92] or overall morphologi-
cal dynamics of the tissue could be factors inducing anisotropy in cucumber tissue. While a certain
class of anisotropic domains show correlation of orientations between neighboring cells, we did not
find a conclusive signature of large-scale organization, i.e the long axis of neighboring cells are not
correlated each other. The exploration of causes of cell anisotropy with a simple mechanical model
is studied in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
Cell Shapes and Patterns as
Quantitative Indicators of Tissue
Mechanics
In the previous chapter, we demonstrate that anisotropic domain shapes can significantly alter
size-topology correlations. While two distinct classes of cellular matter are identified in terms of
local geometry and domain statistics, the mechanical properties that induce the anisotropic domain
shape have not been fully elucidated yet.
In this chapter1, we show that cell shapes and statistics are directly correlated with mechanical
properties of constituent cells and a generic interfacial energy functional explains these relations.
Upon increasing the cohesive component of the model, we observe a clear transition from a tense
state with isotropic cells to a relaxed state with anisotropic cells. Signatures of the transition are
present in the interfacial mechanics, the domain geometry, and the domain statistics, thus linking
all three fields of study. This transition persists for all cell size distributions, but its exact position
is crucially dependent on fluctuations in the parameter values of the functional (quenched disorder).
The magnitude of fluctuations can be matched to the observed shape distribution of cells, so that
visual information about cell shapes and statistics provides information about the mechanical state
of the tissue. Comparing with experimental data from the Cucumis epidermis, we find that the
system is located right at the transition, allowing the tissue to relieve most of the local stress while
maintaining integrity.
3.1 Introduction
The mechanical properties of biological cells and tissues have come into increasingly sharper focus
in recent years. Complementing the vast accumulated knowledge about biological processes at the
genetic and biochemical level, studies have shown how the behavior of cells is related to mechanical
1This chapter is adapted from Kim et al[61].
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cues from substrate geometry [93, 94], substrate properties [95, 96], or external stress [97, 98], es-
tablishing the interdependence known as mechanobiology [99]. Such an interdependence of biology
and mechanics has the attractive potential of cutting through biological complexity, demonstrat-
ing an understanding of various aspects of tissue morphology and morphogenesis through simple
mechanical models with few parameters. This has been particularly true for quasi two-dimensional
tissues, where single layers of cells are the subject of study: The shapes of cells in the Drosophila
retina have been explained through cortical contraction and cell-cell adhesion mechanics [58, 92],
while the morphogenetic rearrangement of cells in various stages of development have been shown
to be driven by coordinated anisotropic contractility [100, 101, 26, 102]. Inanimate model systems
have been developed for further quantitative study [103].
In parallel to the work on tissue mechanics, there have been widespread efforts to explain the
statistics of cells in (disordered) tissues, relating the properties of probability density functions
such as topology (number of neighbors n) or cell size (cross-sectional area A for a single-layer
tissue). It has been known empirically that topology measures can be diagnostic for morphogenetic
age and can be altered by mutations [29, 9, 104]. More recent theoretical work has shown that a
distinctive functional relation between the coefficients of variation (normalized standard deviations)
cn of the topology distribution and cA of the area distribution can be derived analytically from a
strictly local model [6, 7, 11]. This theory further demonstrated that available experimental and
simulational data from tissues, foams, and other plane-filling domain systems separates into two
groups, classified by the geometry of the individual domains: one class of systems is characterized
by nearly isotropic domains (e.g. foams or samples of Drosophila wing tissues [6, 11]), while another
with significantly anisotropic domains (e.g. Voronoi polygons or cucumber epidermal tissue). These
classes of systems yield distinctively different size-topology correlations [3], cf. Fig. 3.1(a). In the
case of anisotropic domain systems, we also analytically explained Lewis law, the linear relation
between average cell area and topology empirically known since the 1920s [4, 3].
This approach to the statistics of tissues, as well as alternative models based on statistical
physics of foams [41, 42] have analyzed probabilities of structural elements, but have not connected
them directly to their mechanical properties, even though the observed classification by domain
isotropy suggests a relation to interfacial energy and mechanics [6, 3]. The current work establishes
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such a connection.
3.2 Mechanical Energy Functional
To describe mechanical equilibrium states of two-dimensional confluent tissues, the mechanical
energy functional with an area elasticity term and a perimeter elasticity term is commonly used
in recent studies [57, 56, 59, 105]. The area energy term and the perimeter energy term penalize
deviations from an equilibrium area A0 and an equilibrium perimeter P0 respectively. The area
elasticity term results from a combination of volume incompressibility of a domain and monolayer‘s
resistance to height change. The perimeter elastic energy results from active contractility of cortex,
cortical tension and cell-cell adhesion. This energy functional represents homogeneous domains with
one-dimensional interfaces. Recently, Staple et al[59] studied monodisperse domain systems govern
by the generic energy functional and found a distinction between a parameter region where the
ground state is ordered regular honeycomb (as proved for constant interfacial tension by Hales
[43]), and a parameter regime where the ground state is disordered and degenerate.
The cross-sectional area of an individual domain hardly changes in the quiescent epithelial or
epidermal layer whose thickness is tightly controlled[106, 107]. Consistent with this, force infer-
ence from experimental images routinely makes the assumption of constant areas to obtain useful
results[108, 109]. Furthermore, the character of the transition we probe here is unchanged in the
limit of a very large area elasticity modulus[59]. For all these reasons, we simplify the energy func-
tional by replacing the area elasticity term to the constant area assumption. The resulting energy












Pi and Pi,0 are the perimeter and the equilibrium perimeter of cell i, respectively. Lij is
the length of an edge between cell i and cell j, and γij in a non-dimensional adhesion strength
between cell i and cell j, where γij is normalized by an perimeter stretching modulus KP , γij =
Γij/KP . Different kinds of biomechanical processes contribute to the perimeter elastic energy
and the adhesion energy but the detail of these processes do not need to be specified here. The
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Figure 3.1: (a) Statistical correlation between polydispersity cA and topology variation cn for a
variety of experimental and simulational systems [6, 11, 3]. Black symbols are for systems with
isotropic domains, light blue for anisotropic domains. The solid lines are the analytical results of
local theories developed for isotropic objects (black, [6]) and anisotropic objects (light blue, [3]).
The current Surface Evolver simulations using the experimentally observed average polydispersity
of cucumis samples (cA ≈ 0.38) display a transition from one correlation class to the other upon
change of the adhesion parameter γ (red symbols and arrow). (b) Experimental sample of Cucumis
epidermal tissue with N = 361 cells analyzed. (c), (d): SE simulation results for N = 400
cells (period boundary conditions) with γ = 0 (c) and γ = 0.22 (d), respectively, employing the
experimentally obtained disorder parameter cP = 0.045.
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important feature of Eq. 3.1 is the competition between the quadratic elasticity term and the linear
adhesion term [57, 58, 110, 59, 105]. We further assume that the time scale of biological functions
that change the value of parameters in the model is much longer than the relaxation time scale.
Hence, these systems always relax to the equilibrium states that are close to the lowest energy
states.
In this study, we assume that the mechanical parameters of individual domains are all equal
that the equilibrium perimeter is Pi,0 = αPi,c, with α ≥ 1 indicating the perimeter excess over the
equivalent circle perimeter Pi,c = 2
√
πAi, and γij = γ for all edges. We set α = 1 because the
energy simply scales with α. Equation 3.1 can be rewritten as a single quadratic term by taking
the γ term into the quadratic term and γ is equivalent to the increase of equilibrium perimeter by















This energy functional is implemented into Surface Evolver(SE) [111] with an initial configu-
ration of N cells in a periodic box. The number of cells N is typically 400 and target area values
are generated from a gamma distribution P (A) with a fixed width cA. This model of equation 3.2
is an extension of the differential adhesion model used by Manning et al[56] such that we study
(i) the role of polydispersity, (ii) the role of quenched disorder, and (iii) the connection between
domain geometry, tissue statistics and mechanical equilibrium states.
Random Poission Voronoi diagrams of N cells in the periodic box of total area Atot are used
as initial configurations. Target area values generated from P (A) are assigned to Voronoi cells
in the order of Voronoi area. This type of area assignment minimizes initial adjustment of cell
area from Voronoi cell area in initial configurations. For each parameter combination discussed
below, 3 - 10 samples of N = 400 are relaxed to mechanical equilibrium states that are close to the
lowest energy states. Multiple T1 transitions (neighbor change algorithms) are applied to all edges
that are shorter that T1 criterion βP̄ where P̄ is an equivalent circle perimeter for average area
P̄ = 2
√
πĀ. Though T1 transitions, the system can explore a wide range of possible configurations
and approach to the lowest energy states. Throughout the simulations, the parameter β generally
increases from 0.01 to 0.11 to anneal the initial configurations. In our simulations, we use the
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quadratic model that allows additional degrees of freedom in the edge shape with positions of end
points so the edge is not restricted to be straight lines [111] (Further details about SE simulations
is in the Appendix B).
3.3 Adhesion Parameter Changes Domain Shape
We now simulate the ground states governed by E for different values of γ. In monodisperse systems,
the domain shape is compact and isotropic for small γ but as γ is larger, individual domains start
to elongate in random direction and become anisotropic. The role of size polydispersity is also
checked by running polydisperse tissue simulations that matches the width of area distribution
of cucumber data, cA = 0.38. Surprisingly, the size polydispersity has little effects on the shape
change governed by γ and the quantitatively same behavior is observed in polydisperse simulations.
To quantify the degree of domain anisotropy, the eccentricity of individual domains are evaluated
by the image analysis tools and the average eccentricity of the entire domains ē is computed. For
γ = 0, ē ≈ 0.46 for monodisperse systems and ē ≈ 0.49 for polydisperse systems. ē stays almost
constant until γ ≤ 0.1 and it increases as γ becomes larger than 0.1. The choice of γ = 0.2
reproduces the observed eccentricity in cucumbers ē = 0.68.
We also observe that the width of neighbor distribution cn increases in the same way of domain
shape change. For γ < 0.1, cn of mechanical equilibrium states stays approximately constant value
but increases as γ becomes larger than 0.1. The size polydispersity generates different plateau
values of cn for small γ so it confirms the correlation between the widths of size and topology
distributions. The correlation between cA and cn for small γ agrees well with the isotropic model
prediction. Furthermore, we can explain the increase of cn in terms of the domain shape change
from isotropic compact cells to anisotropic elongated cells. When γ = 0.2, the equilibrium states
simulated in SE explains relatively higher cn in the cucumber experiments compared to the isotropic
model as well as the average eccentricity. Hence, our simple mechanical model elucidates that
stronger adhesion relative to perimeter stretch modulus can induce anisotropic domain shape and
thus increase cn of equilibrium states.
While SE simulations with γ = 0.2 reproduce the degree of topological disorder cn and the
average eccentricity ē in cucumber experiments, but the eccentricity distribution P (e) of SE simu-
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Figure 3.2: Probability density function P (e) of cell eccentricities from Cucumis experiments (tri-
angles), SE simulations without quenched disorder (γ = 0.20, cP = 0, open diamonds), and with
disorder of (γ = 0.22, cP = 0.045, filled diamonds). The experimental distribution width is repro-
duced only with the proper amount of quenched disorder. In both cases, γ is chosen to match the
experimental ē ≈ 0.68.
lations is too strongly peaked when equation 3.2 is used. This effect persists for different protocols
of initial configurations, area assignment and energy minimization. To accommodate wider P (e) in
SE simulations, the quenched disorder in the equilibrium perimeter Pi,0 is introduced, where such
variation in biological systems is highly expected. We find that the degree of the quenched disorder
can alter the width of P (e) significantly. Instead of using α = 1 for every domain, the random α
values from a normal distribution N(1, cP ) are generated and assigned to individual domains and
larger cP leads to a wider P (e) distribution. To match the standard deviation of P (e) in cucum-
ber experiments, cP should be 0.045 ± 0.005 (Fig. 3.2). It is remarkable that small degree of the
quenched disorder explains the wider P (e) distribution in cucumber experiments. Furthermore,
the width of P (e) is very sensitive to cP so cP = 4% produces too narrow P (e) distribution while
cP = 5% produces too wide P (e) distribution. This indicates that quenched disorder plays an
important role in our system. The average eccentricity and cn are much less sensitive to quenched
disorder. We identify an adhesion parameter γ ≈ 0.22 that explains the shape of P (e) distribution
and cn value in cucumber experiments.
We compare typical equilibrium states obtained from SE simulations with the experimentally
observed size polydipersity cA = 0.38, the quenched disorder cP = 0.045, and adhesion parameter
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γ = 0 and γ = 0.22 respectively (Fig. 3.1(c),(d)). Individual domain shapes are clearly different
between the two cases. The simulation with γ = 0.22 shows very similar morphology of cucumber
experiments while the simulation with γ = 0 looks similar to foam systems[85, 12]. The differences
in domain shape indicate a transition in the typical cell geometry between small γ and large γ. The
cucumber experiments is beyond the transition that the domain shape is significantly anisotropic.
The observed transition in geometry is governed by adhesion parameter and it is plausible that the
change of mechanical properties in biological tissues is responsible for the shape transition.
3.4 Loss of Rigidity Transition
The shape transition between isotropic domains to anisotropic domains coincides with the mechan-
ical transition from a tense state at small γ, where the cells experience significant strain while
maintaining confluent monolayer, to a relaxed state at large γ, where each cell can individually




Pi,0. The relaxed state can be
interpreted as a degenerate ground state such that individual cells can continuously change their
shape without any energy cost. This type of the transition is previously reported in the study of
monodisperse systems [57, 59] and it is called the loss of the rigidity transition in the context of
granular media[112, 113, 114, 105]. In monodisperse systems without quenched disorder, Staple et




or the corresponding γhex ≈ 0.10015. To study the transition for more general cases, we evaluate
the effective tension of edge ij, which is defined as the derivative of the energy functional(equ 3.2)











As the effective tension varies drastically near the transition, the average of its decadic logarithm
is used as a convenient measure for the mechanical states of tissues,
λ̄ =< log εeffij > (3.4)
where < · > is an average over all edges. For sufficiently large γ, εeffij drops to zero for all edges
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within the numerical accuracy δ of SE simulations. λ̄min = log(δ/N) is the smallest value that is
distinct from zero and any values smaller than λ̄min are reported as λ̄min ≈ 10−9
Figure 3.3 presents the main results of this study: the dependence of (a) the mechanical mea-
sure λ̄, (b) the geometric measure ē, and (c) the statistical measure cn on the sole parameter γ of
the energy functional. The logarithmic measure of effective tension λ̄ shows the abrupt nature of
the transition at the critical adhesion parameter γc. In particular, the location of the transition is
strongly dependent on the degree of disorder: without variation on Pi,0, the transition occurs at
γ = γ0 ≈ 0.12, slightly larger then γhex for both monodisperse systems and polydisperse systems
with cA = 0.38. With the quenched disorder of cP = 0.045 matching experiments, the transition
adhesion parameter shifts to much higher value γc ≈ 0.22. It is surprising that the tension mea-
sure λ̄ vanishes at precisely the value γc where the simulations at γc also reproduces the correct
eccentricity distribution of cucumber cells and the topology coefficient of variation cn in agreement
with the experiments (cf. Fig. 3.3(c) and Fig. 3.1(a)): changing γ from 0 to γc changes the statis-
tics of neighbor topology smoothly from that conforming to the isotropic model [6] to that of the
anisotropic model [3], see Fig. 3.1(a). The simultaneous agreement of geometry and statistics with
the experimental data can be obtained only if three parameters, the size polydispersity, the degree
of the quenched disorder, and the adhesion parameter match to this specific values, cA = 0.38,
cP = 0.045, and γ = γc = 0.22.
3.5 Linking Mechanical States to Geometry and Statistics
The above results illustrate that geometrical and statistical measures obtained from images of two-
dimensional confluent tissue layers can be used to diagnose their mechanical states. The extensive
simulations with variations on the formalism further confirms the robustness of the model (the
further detail is presented in the Appendix B) : (i) A sufficient number of degrees of freedom for
the domain shapes is important to accurately predict the location of the transition. Conducting
SE simulations in the linear model (straight edge only) resulted in much larger transition values.
Using the quadratic model in SE simulations enables individual edges to have curved shapes and
it consistently produces lower transition values compared to the linear model (Fig. 3.3). However,
additional refinement of edges beyond the quadratic model did not have significant effects on the
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Figure 3.3: Signatures of the transition from tense to relaxed tissue states upon change of γ. Results
compare polydisperse (cA = 0.38, solid lines) with monodisperse (dashed lines) simulations, as well
as results with quenched disorder (cP = 0.045, solid symbols) and without disorder (open symbols).
(a) Mechanical measure of logarithmic average tension in cell-cell edges λ̄; values below numerical
accuracy are plotted as λ̄min . (b) Geometric measure of average cell anisotropy ē. (c) Statistical
measure of topology distribution width cn. Only for simulations with both the correct polydispersity
and the correct amount of disorder do the experimental values of ē and cn (dashed lines; shaded
areas indicate statistical variation between experimental samples) coincide with the simulations at
transition. The consistent critical adhesion values γc determined from the different transitions are
γc ≈ 0.220 (a), γc ≈ 0.220 (b), and γc ≈ 0.211 (c), indicated by the dashed lines with arrowheads.
transition values. (ii) Variations on the relaxation protocols (larger number of energy minimization
iterations, more permissive criterion of Lc, longer annealing procedure) does not significantly change
the transition value. (iii) The exact form of the energy functional (equation 3.1) is not important, as
long as the leading-order harmonic dependence on the perimeter maintained. (iv) The addition of a
bending energy term Ebend,ij changes the shape of individual domains by penalizing strongly curved
edges. The bending energy term for edge ij derives from the effect of finite boundary thickness




ij , where Cij is the edge
curvature and Kb is the bending modulus that depends on the cell wall thickness. While the bending
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energy term makes individual edges less curved (avoiding some of the more strongly curved shapes
in Fig. 3.1(d)), it has little effects on the eccentricity distribution P (e) and topological disorder
cn so the addition of the bending energy term leads to quantitatively unchanged results. (v) The
global anisotropy in the samples are evaluated using long-axis orientation φi of fitted ellipses for
individual domains. We find no signature of long-range orientation order in a global direction in
the experiments and the simulations and the distribution of φi is uniform.
The tension measure λ̄ fluctuates several order of magnitudes from sample to sample near the
transition (the error bar near γ = γc is much larger then those of other γ values, see Fig. 3.3(a)).
However, the fluctuation of λ in a single sample is much smaller then the fluctuation between sample
to sample (The further detail is in the Appendix B). This could be a signature of large-scale spatial
correlation manifest in the finite-size periodic domain of our simulations.
The observed transition from isotropic tense states to anisotropic relaxed states occurs over a
small range of γ. The adhesion parameter can be interpreted as the adjustment of target perimeter
to (1 + γ/2)Pi,0. Hence, the adhesion parameter γ have to lie between γhex ≈ 0.1 that corre-
sponds to the minimum perimeter configuration and γRV P ≈ 0.29 that corresponds to maximally
disordered configuration, Random Poisson Voronoi diagrams[83]. The differences depending on
size polydispersity and quenched disorder are significant and diagnostic for mechanical states of
two-dimensional systems. The influence of the quenched disorder is much greater in determining
γc compared to the size polydispersity. It is an interesting question why the estimated γ of the
experimental data for Cucumis is very close to the critical value γc that is a minimum value for
(nearly) the complete loss of tension in the tissue. Plant tissues are generally subjected to large
stresses in the magnitude of several bars due to turgor pressure and osmotic imbalance with their
neighbors [115]. However, the turgor pressure difference between neighboring cells in a homeostatic
tissue is measured to be much smaller [116]. Hence, cells in epidermal plant tissue can relieve most
of the potential stress inherent in its material properties by introducing just enough amount of
cohesion to the tissue. The area stretch modulus KA of hydrated plant cell wall is reported to
lie between 1 and 10 Jm-2 in the literatures [117]. The middle lamella between cell walls that are
mainly composed of pectin polymer gel provides a physical adhesive bond [118, 119] . To estimate
Γ, the specific fracture energy of the pectin gel can be interpreted as the equivalent adhesion energy
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Figure 3.4: Alternative mechanical measures to identify the loss of rigidity transition. (a) the
decadic logarithm of τijk for SE simulations without the quenched disorder(cP = 0). The rigidity
transition occurs at γc ≈ 0.12. (b) the decadic logarithm of the effective shear modulus for SE
simulations with the quenched disorder(cP = 0.045). The location of γc significantly increases and
the rigidity transition occurs at γc ≈ 0.22.
and its magnitude was measured to be 1-10 Jm-2[120]. The observed transition value of γc ≈ 0.2 is
consistent with these numbers.
While the effective tension λ serves as an indicator of mechanics, it is not an operation taken
in SE simulations because the edge lengths are coupled through the area constraints. Instead of




is used in energy minimization steps. The mean of τijk precipitously drops to zero
around γc that indicates the same rigidity transition probed by λ. The effective shear modulus
G of the ground states can be evaluated by imposing a macroscopic strain to the periodic box of
the simulations. For the simulations with γ > γc, a small strain induces no change on the energy
level thus implies G = 0, which is a signature of fluid states. These alternative ways of evaluating
the loss of rigidity transition yield analogous results of λ so they can be used interchangeably to
identify the transition.
3.6 Conclusions
We have shown that cell shapes and statistics obtained from the visual observation reveal the
mechanical states of the tissue. In particular, the tissue undergoes the loss of rigidity transition
when the relative adhesion strength to cell wall elasticity exceeds a well defined critical value γc
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and this transition also induces noticeable alterations in domain statistics as well as the geometric
shapes of cells. The transition is found to be robust against variations in the formalism of the
model and this confirms that the leading-order terms in the mechanical energy functional indeed
explains the near-transition behavior. However, the value of γc strongly depends on the degree of
the quenched disorder in the systems: with no quenched disorder, the transition occurs at γ that is
very close to γhex, but such systems without parametric disorder are not representative of biological
tissue samples. The observed samples instead display cell shape properties that place them just
beyond the transition, indicating a functional advantage of relieving most of the tension that would
be present in an adhesion-less, plane-filling system. The observed quantitative correlation between
cell geometry and tissue mechanics extends to properties of tissue statistics as well, thus tying
together all three areas of investigation. The mechanical model can be potentially applicable to
animal tissues as well but the description of cellular systems with heterogeneous properties requires
additional energy terms to include those effects.
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Chapter 4
Onset of Topological Disorder in
Drosophila Eye
In chapter 2 and chapter 3, we investigate the correlation between cell statistics, domain shapes and
mechanical states and show that simple geometric models and the mechanical model elucidate close
relations between these three aspects. The cucumber epidermal layers are used as a model system
to study these correlations. To quantify the degree of disorder in cucumber samples, the widths of
the size distribution and the topology distribution are measured by coefficients of variations cA and
cn. The reported values of cA and cn indicate that cucumber tissues are an example of disordered
cellular matter where their structure is significantly different from regular honeycomb structure.
A class of strongly ordered cellular matter in terms of cA and cn is a subject of this chapter
1.
Using the compound eye of Drosophila melanogaster as a model system, we investigate onset of
topological defects in the ordered systems. The regular hexagonal array morphology of facets
(ommatidia) in the Drosophila compound eye is accomplished by regulation of cell differentiation
and planar cell polarity (PCP) during development. Mutations in certain genes disrupt regulation,
causing a breakdown of this perfect symmetry, so that the ommatidial pattern shows onset of
disorder in the form of packing defects. We analyze a variety of such mutants and compare them
to normal (Wildtype), finding that mutants show increased local variation in ommatidial area,
which is sufficient to induce a significant number of defects. A model formalism based on Voronoi
construction is developed to predict the observed correlation between ommatidium size variation
and the number of defects, and to study the onset of disorder in this system with statistical tools.
The model uncovers a previously unknown large-scale systematic size variation of the ommatidia
across the eye of both Wildtype and mutant animals. Such systematic variation of area, as well
as its statistical fluctuations, are found to have distinct effects on eye disorder that can both
be quantitatively modeled. Furthermore, the topological order is also influenced by the internal
1This chapter is adapted from Kim et al[2].
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structure of the ommatidia, with cells of greater relative mechanical stiffness providing constraints
to ommatidial deformation and thus to defect generation. Without free parameters, the simulation
predicts the size-topology correlation for both Wildtype and mutant eyes. This work develops
formalisms of size-topology correlation that are very general and can be potentially applied to
other cellular structures near the onset of disorder.
4.1 Drosophila melanogaster
Animal development is a progressive phenomenon in which cells within the body are organized into
spatial patterns of increasing complexity. This is most obviously seen in the collective sheets of
adherent cells known as epithelial tissues. During epithelial tissue growth, cells undergo division
and have predictable effects on large-scale order, disrupting it to a certain degree [29]. Cessation of
proliferation, onset of differentiation, and cell morphogenesis are all processes that can then trans-
form disordered epithelia into highly ordered patterns. These processes require coordination, and
cell-cell signals organize differentiation while planar cell polarity (PCP) orients cell morphogenesis
along prescribed tissue axes.
A classic system to study this transformation from a disordered to an ordered epithelium is the
compound eye of Drosophila melanogaster. Like the eyes of many insects, it is an ordered array
of hexagonal units called ommatidia, arranged in a crystalline pattern (Fig. 4.1(a)). Each eye is
a simple epithelium founded by 20 cells during embryogenesis, and the epithelium grows in size
over the next four days to encompass 20,000 cells. Cells become post-mitotic and progressively
differentiate in a pattern where each periodic unit corresponds to a nascent ommatidium. Initially,
neighboring ommatidia have variable numbers of differentiated cells, but this variation gradually
diminishes over time until midway through animal pupation (Fig. 4.1(b)). By this time, every
ommatidium is composed of eight photoreceptor cells, four cone cells, two primary pigment cells,
three secondary pigment cells, one tertiary pigment cell, and one bristle group of three cells. This 21-
cell unit is repeated with virtually no variation in cell number and internal arrangement (> 99.8%
identical [121]). The apical-basal organization of each ommatidium is also highly reproducible.
The cone cells and primary pigment cells occupy most of the cross section of the apical domain,
while the other pigment cells and bristle group form a thin frame (Fig. 4.1(c)). The basal domain
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is occupied by the photoreceptors and the secondary/tertiary pigment cells. The shape of an
individual ommatidium rarely deviates from a regular hexagon, so that the overall eye pattern
is a perfect honeycomb, a regular close-packed structure observed in many other biological and
inanimate systems [25, 12, 122]. At this stage of development, the eye epithelium is flat and has
not yet acquired the curvature of the adult eye; therefore, potential effects of curvature on the
regularity of the hexagonal pattern [123, 124] are not present.
One hundred years of Drosophila research has generated a collection of mutants that affect the
hexagonal pattern of the compound eye. These mutants exhibit defects in the pattern that vary
in extent, and are visually detectable even under a low power microscope. Such mutants have
been given the term ”rough” (Fig. 4.1(d)). The primary causes of such roughness vary greatly.
For example, the number of cells per ommatidium might become variable in a mutant. When a
dominant-negative form of the Ras1 protein (Ras) is synthesized in R7 precursor cells, proper dif-
ferentiation is inhibited which causes sporadic loss of this cell from certain ommatidia [125]. Other
mutants have the same number of cells per ommatidium, but their internal arrangement becomes
variable. Mutation of the sevenless (Sev) gene generates ommatidia with 20 cells per ommatidium,
but the photoreceptors in an ommatidium can adopt one of three different arrangements [126].
Still other mutants affect both cell number and orientation of cells in ommatidia, such as the PCP
mutant frizzled (Fz) [127]. A Fz mutant has a much more disordered pattern at the mid-pupal
stage (Fig. 4.1(b)). In particular, the broken regularity of the hexagonal lattice can be quantified
by the identification of topological defects, i.e., ommatidia whose number of neighbors is different
from six (Fig. 4.1(e,f)). Our goal is to understand the main causes of onset of topological disorder
in a certain class of mutants. The further detail on experimental data acquisition as well as image
analysis protocols are presented in the Appendix C.
4.2 Translational and Orientational Order
It is well-known in solid-state physics that two-dimensional packings and tilings can lose trans-
lational (crystalline) order without losing orientational order (hexatic phases [128, 122]). Indeed,
we have shown in previous work that the occurrence of defects in a two-dimensional pattern is
intimately correlated with a disruption of the uniformity of cross-sectional areas of the individual
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Figure 4.1: (a) Scanning electron micrograph of an adult Drosophila compound eye. (b) Eye
epithelia dissected from mid-pupal stage and imaged for Discs Large protein. The left sample is
Wildtype and the right sample is a Fz mutant. Arrows indicate body axis orientation relative to
the eye epithelia. (c) Magnified image of a single ommatidium in which the optical section is taken
through the apical domain of the epithelium. C: cone cells, P: primary pigment cells, S: secondary
pigment cells, T: tertiary pigment cells, B: bristle group. (d) Scanning electron micrograph of a
Fz mutant adult compound eye. (e) Example of topological defects in a Fz mutant, color coded
by number of neighbors n. (f) Topology diagram of the entire eye from a Fz mutant (left) and
its Voronoi reconstruction based on ommatidial centroids from image analysis (right); the latter
faithfully reproduces most defects in the original experimental image. (g) Probability distribution
of ommatidial area for Wildtype and Fz mutant; the latter shows a considerably greater width
(larger cA value). The bar in (a) provides a scale for all photographic images and is 35µm for (a)
and (d), 40µm for (b) and (f), 1.5µm for (c), and 5.5µm for (e).
units: a sufficiently large area variation (polydispersity) will give rise to defects, whose density
then follows a well-defined function of polydispersity [6, 11, 3, 61]. We reasoned that perhaps the
mutations that cause roughness do not directly disrupt long-range order, but perturb the unifor-
mity of areas of the ommatidia, so that the presence of defects is merely a consequence of local
area disorder. In order to test this hypothesis, we quantify the relation between area variation and
topological disorder in Ras, Sev, and Fz mutant eyes. Our analysis has led to discovering a normal
long-range area variation in the eye that, when taken into account together with local statistical
variations, explains the experimental results without reference to long-range orientational disorder.
We also found that the different mechanical properties of distinct classes of cells in the ommatidia
influence the topological disorder significantly.
All tissue samples analyzed in the present work show a high to moderate degree of order by
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visual inspection. While our main objective is to explain the density of defects, a wide variety of
other measures can be used to quantify the degree of order in a pattern [129, 130], and statistical
mechanics concepts such as the following have been used in the context of confluent biological
tissues recently, e.g. in analyzing photoreceptor patterns in avian retinas [130].
As the main input for assessing the short-and long-range ommatidial order in the mutant
and Wildtype eyes, we use the coordinate positions rk of the ommatidial centroids as determined
from the image analysis and their nearest-neighbor connectors (dual lattice, Fig. 4.2(a)). Direct
information about the regularity of the centroid pattern is obtained from the spatial pair correlation
function g2(r), a measure of local density for centroid pairs at relative distance r [122].
Figure 4.2(b) and (c) show examples of g2(r) for Wildtype and Fz-mutant eye samples, respec-
tively, with r scaled by the mean centroid-to-centroid distance obtained from the mean area Ā of








The oscillations of period O(1) indicate the periodicity of the lattice, and their rate of decay is
co-determined by the longer-range disorder. It is apparent that Fz eyes show a more rapid loss of
translational correlation than Wildtypes, whose centroid pattern is closer to a regular triangular
lattice (Sev and Ras mutants show g2(r) behavior very similar to Wildtypes).
A different measure, the translational correlation function [131] gT , uses explicit deviations from
an underlying regular lattice, and is thus particularly suited to detecting and quantifying onset of
disorder. The regular triangular reference lattice has lattice constant s̄, and its overall orientation
is determined by the the best fit of all experimental centroid positions; it is then described by a
single reciprocal lattice vector G (the second vector follows from the regularity of the lattice).
The Fourier coefficients ΨG(r) = exp(iG · r) can be evaluated at every centroid rk, and the
translational correlation function gT (r) is determined from a binned correlation average of all
centroid pairs within a distance r from each other,
gT (r) = 〈Ψ∗G(rj)ΨG(rk)〉r−∆r/2≤|rj−rk|≤r+∆r/2 . (4.2)
The most natural choice of bin is ∆r = 1 in the present scaling. Figure 4.2(d) shows a further
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average of gT (r) over all samples of the same genotype, denoted by 〈·〉s. The rapid loss of trans-
lational correlation in Fz mutants is now very clear and quantifiable. The larger-scale oscillations
in the other samples hint at systematic variations, which are explored in detail in Section 4.4. By
contrast, the average Fz mutant with its significant number of defects shows a strong exponential
decay without noticeable oscillations.
Figure 4.2: (a) Dual lattice of centroid points with nearest-neighbor bonds, extracted from an
experimental image of an Fz mutant eye. (b),(c) The pair correlation function g2(r) of a Wildtype
sample (b) and an Fz mutant sample (c), showing stronger loss of correlation in the latter. Dis-
tances are normalized by the mean distance in the dual lattice s̄. (d) The sample average of the
translational correlation function 〈gT (r)〉s, for all genotypes discussed in this work (symbols). The
Wildtype, Ras, and Sev retinas display a slow decay superimposed over a large-scale oscillation,
while the Fz mutant shows rapid (exponential) loss of correlation over a scale of only a few omma-
tidial lengths. The dashed line shows that modeling gT from a lattice with appropriate systematic
area variation predicts the decay of the Wildtype, Ras, and Sev results, but cannot explain Fz (cf.
Section 4.4). (e) The orientational correlation function g6(r) is sensitive to hexagonal order. While
Fz mutants display significantly smaller values, the correlation does not decay to zero over the size
of the eye and the decay is not exponential.
Analogously, orientational order relative to the reference lattice can be quantified by the orien-
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tational correlation function





m=1 exp(6iθm(rk)). This expression uses the angular orientations θm(rk) of
the connectors between centroid k and its nk nearest-neighbor centroids m. Like gT , this function
approaches 1 for a perfect triangular lattice. In Fig. 4.2(e) we present sample averages showing that
orientational order is almost perfectly conserved over distances comparable to the eye diameter for
Wildtype, Ras, and Sev. The Fz mutants display significant decay, but also show a stabilization of
g6 over long distances, and in particular do not exhibit an exponential decay to zero which would
indicate a loss of correlation on length scales smaller than the system size. That the long-range
orientation remains intact in Fz can also be appreciated visually in images such as Fig. 4.1(f). This
result indicates that, in the language of solid state physics [122], the Fz eye epithelium is a hexatic
phase, i.e., its translational order is strongly disturbed but orientational correlations persist over
long distances. These findings encourage us to perform a detailed analysis of the density and pattern
of defects in the eye samples and determine what combination of local and/or global variation gives
rise to the observed disorder.
4.3 Statistical Area Variation
Even the relatively large defect density of the Fz mutant is moderate compared to that of a fully
disordered domain pattern [6, 61]. Therefore, a careful model capturing the onset of non-zero defect
densities accurately is necessary for comparison with experiment. We expand here on previous work
by Lucarini [132], in which it was shown how the symmetry of a perfectly regular lattice is broken
as the centroids of domains are displaced randomly to varying degree. Here we start with a regular
triangular lattice of centroid points, apply random Gaussian perturbations to the location of the
centroids in the plane (at a given standard deviation α), and construct the pattern of Voronoi cells
given by the perturbed points. Above a finite α the hexagonal symmetry is broken, and the first
defect Voronoi cells appear.
As the eye epithelium shape is well approximated by an ellipse with a ratio of major to minor axis
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic figure of the regular triangular lattice and a displacement of one of its
points. (b) Voronoi diagram for different strength α of Gaussian perturbation or centroid points. As
the perturbation becomes larger, the domain gets more disordered (color code is as in Fig. 4.1(e)).
(c) Correlation of cn and cA obtained from the Voronoi simulation, compared with the experimental
values for wild-type equivalents and mutants. Error bars are standard deviations.
of about am ≈ 1.3, independent of the genotype, we choose the domain of the Voronoi simulation
to be such an ellipse. Setting the distance between points in the unperturbed triangular lattice to
s = 1, the vertices of this regular triangular lattice, (xi, yj)r are generated first in a rectangular
domain of dimensions [0, 2L] × [0, 2Lam]. Here, L is chosen to be 15 for the simulated domain to










2 ), if j is odd
(4.4)
A statistical variation is applied to the positions of the vertices by generating random displace-
ments (ξxi , ξyj ) from a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation α, N(0, α); the new set of
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vertices (xi, yj)st is obtained as
(xi, yj)st = (xi, yj)r + (ξxi , ξyj ) (4.5)
Voronoi cells are now constructed based on these seed points; by construction, the average area
of these polygons must be Ā =
√











= 1 are excluded from the statistics to approximate the elliptical domain
shape (Fig. 4.3(b)).
The simulation generates a well defined correlation between cn and cA. In agreement with other,
local algorithms of assessing neighbor statistics [6, 11], the Voronoi diagram stays topologically
perfectly ordered (six neighbors for every domain) for small but finite α (thus, cn = 0). For
very large α, on the other hand, the lattice structure is completely disrupted and the Voronoi
diagram asymptotically approaches that of a random Poisson Voronoi tessellation [132, 83]. The
onset of symmetry breaking is expected at α ≈ 0.11, where the first defects are generated; this
corresponds directly to a critical polydispersity cA,c ≈ 0.086. However, the size-topology correlation
of Wildtype, Ras, and Sev eyes show significant discrepancies compared to this simulation: given
their area variation cA, they should exhibit significant defect densities (above onset of disorder),
while the actually observed cn are much smaller and generally consistent with zero (Fig. 4.3(c),
Table C.2 and Table C.3). Even entirely defectless experimental samples exhibit cA values larger
than the critical cA,c. Therefore, size-topology correlations for ommatidia must have properties
distinct from the Voronoi domains of the model.
4.4 Systematic Area Variation
4.4.1 Experimental evidence for systematic area variation
We analyzed the spatial variation of the area distribution in the data (see Table C.2 and Table C.3
for numbers of samples and ommatidia). Surprisingly, we found that the area of an ommatid-
ium varies along a gradient that spans the entire eye epithelium. The area gradient, which we
refer to here as a systematic area variation, is quantified by performing a least-squares fit of the
experimental data to a linear function, capturing the main trend of ommatidium area variation
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across the eye (Fig. 4.4(a)). Note that the linear function is sufficient to quantify the systematic
variation in the eye, but the area gradient shape can be non-linear in other systems. Hence, an
accurate representation of the systematic variation requires the right choice of the fitting function,
determined from the empirical data. By itself, this gradient represents an area variation equivalent
to a coefficient of variation cA,sy; Table C.3 shows that this heretofore unknown systematic area
variation of ommatidia is present to a similar degree in Wildtype and mutants. It occurs, with
some eye-to-eye variability, in a direction that does not appear to conform to any of the body axis
directions. In the case of Wildtype eyes, the mean angle between the dorsoventral body axis and
the area gradient axis, θs, is about 27
◦ ((Fig. 4.4(b)) and exhibits a sample-to-sample standard
deviation of σθs ≈ 14◦. In the mutant eyes, we find θs ≈ 36◦ ± 16◦ for Ras, θs ≈ 36◦ ± 12◦ for Sev,
and θs ≈ 47◦ ± 11◦ for Fz.
Figure 4.4: (a) Spatial distribution of ommatidium area (color scale) for a Wildtype eye, represen-
tative of cA,sy values given in Table C.3. The long-range area variation is visible. (b) The area
gradient axis (red line), in comparison with the dorsal-ventral axis (green line).
The systematic area variation is expected to have qualitatively different effects on topology
from the statistical area variation. A systematic gradient leads to a variation of area (polydis-
persity value) cA,sy, but an individual ommatidium experiences a much smaller degree of area
fluctuation relative to its immediate neighbors, when compared to an ommatidium in a domain
with a nominally equal cA,st due to random statistical variation. This can be verified in simulations
as follows.
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4.4.2 Modified Model with Systematic Area Variation
Lattice with varying areas
To validate the effect of the systematic variation, Voronoi constructions are performed as above,
but with an altered lattice vertex generation protocol. When a systematic variation is present, the
point-to-point lattice distance depends on the coordinate of each vertex. With a linear gradient
of area imposed in the x-direction of the sample of size [0, 2L] × [0, 2Lam], we can write the area
function as As(x, y) = A0 + A1x. The mean and standard deviation of the area function are then
explicitly
Ās = A0 +A1L . (4.6)




The above equations yield expressions for A0 and A1 in terms of Ās and cA,sy, so that











Conversely, determining the linear area function from a least square fit to experimental data quan-
tifies cA,sy.
In the simulations with systematic area variation, we maintain the same average area as before,
Ās =
√
3/2. For a regular periodic lattice, the x-coordinate of the (i+ 1)th vertex on the x-axis is
simply i. If we assume that the (i+ 1)th cell is located near the original point under the systematic












































2 si), if j is odd
(4.11)
Through rotation of the lattice, we can similarly apply a gradient in an arbitrary direction
relative to the lattice symmetry directions. As before, the modeling result is ultimately restricted
to an area approximating the shape of the eye epithelium and its number of ommatidia. A Gaussian
statistical perturbation of the lattice points can then be added, so that finally the positions of the
points for the Voronoi construction are
(xi, yj) = (xi, yj)sy + (ξxi , ξyj ) (4.12)
Here, the ξ values are drawn from the normal distribution N(0, αsi), i.e., with equal variance
relative to the local lattice distance.
Modeling results
In Fig. 4.5(a), we show the result of a Voronoi construction using systematic area variation only,
with no statistical variation present. The value of cA,sy is higher than any observed in the ex-
perimental samples (cA,sy = 0.23, cf. Table C.3 for sample data), but it is readily seen that even
this high gradient does not induce the formation of any packing defects. The gradual, systematic
displacement of lattice points can be accommodated without defects on a lattice with a number of
points corresponding to a Drosophila eye. This result is found to be insensitive to the orientation
of the gradient relative to lattice symmetry directions (the orientation in Fig. 4.5(a) was chosen as
θs = 37
◦, a typical value for the experimental samples, see section 4.4.1).
Modeling with systematic area variation also provides more quantitative insight into the trans-
lational correlation function gT in Fig. 4.2(d). The dashed line in that figure shows that a lattice
with a systematic variation of cA,sy ≈ 0.1, typical for experimental samples, reproduces the decay
and oscillations of the Wildtype, Ras, and Sev data. Importantly, it fails to explain the exponential
decay of gT for Fz samples, which is therefore a consequence of statistical area variation.
When applying systematic variation and statistical variation simultaneously in the model, the
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as the variances of the two effects add up. The approximate independence implied in (4.13) is
confirmed by the experimental data: when evaluating overall c2A and c
2
A,sy from the observed area
gradient, the difference of these variances is in very good agreement with the variance computed
from the local deviations from systematic area, A−As(x, y).
As there are no defects induced for the experimental range 0 ≤ cA,sy . 0.15, the resulting cn-cA
correlations (obtained by performing simulations for different polydispersities) display a rescaling
of the cA-axis according to the size of cA,sy (Fig. 4.5(b)). More systematically, we can now isolate
the effect of statistical variation by subtracting the systematic contribution according to (4.13),
and showing cn as a function of cA,st only. This operation is applied to modeling and experimental
data, and Fig. 4.5(c) shows that the former collapses onto one universal curve.
Figure 4.5: (a) Result of a Voronoi simulation performed with systematic area variation only
(cA,sy ≈ 0.23), and no statistical variation. Even at this high value of cA,sy, systematic area
variation does not induce any defects. (b) Size-topology correlation for cases where both statistical
variation and systematic variation are present; the correlation curve shifts to the right with cA,sy.
(c) When the statistical area variation is isolated by subtracting the effect of systematic variation,
all curves collapse.
The experimental data likewise shift upon rescaling, and the cA,st values of Wildtype, Sev, and
Ras eyes are sufficiently small (cA,st < cA,c) to explain the absence of defects in these strains.
However, the number of defects observed in Fz eyes is significantly higher than what is predicted
from the Voronoi simulation. Having tested that the results are insensitive to both the orientation
of the systematic area gradient and to the nature of the statistical displacements of centroids
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(we attempted various non-Gaussian perturbations), we conclude that the model still misses an
important feature of eye morphology. In the following section, we argue that this feature is rooted
in cell mechanics.
4.5 Cone Cell Exclusion Volume
In previous studies, it was shown that the distribution of cone cells inside each ommatidium,
as well as the shape of these cells, can be explained from a simple interfacial mechanics model,
taking into account a generic cortical contractility and cell-cell adhesion as contributions to the
mechanical energy of the system, which is then minimized by specific cell shapes [58, 92]. Similar
mechanical models have been employed with great success in a wider context of epithelial and
epidermal tissues [57, 56, 59, 60, 3, 61]. In the case of cells in an ommatidium, modeling revealed
that the cells forming the ommatidial ”frame” (the secondary and tertiary pigment cells, and the
bristle group, cf. Fig. 4.1(c)) are under much greater tension than those cells inside the frame
(primary pigment and cone cells). Of these, the cluster of cone cells is under significantly higher
tension than the primary pigment cells. The net effect is that the primary cells provide an easily
deformable medium between the stiffer elements of the cone cell cluster and the frame. This
means that each ommatidium is not a structureless polygon but contains a cone cell core of much
lower deformability. It is then reasonable to make reference to Voronoi simulations with exclusion
volumes around the seed points, whose statistics has been investigated in various contexts [133, 10].
In this limit, we regard the cone cell cluster as an incompressible disk, so that the centroid of a
neighboring ommatidium cannot be closer than a minimum distance. Additionally, the rigid frame
cells provide a further (much smaller) contribution to the exclusion volume in the ommatidial plane.
Displacements of centroid positions are thus almost entirely accommodated by the deformation of
the primary cells.
In order to accurately assess the size and shape of the cone cell clusters and frame cells, we
use experimental images of higher magnification (Fig. 4.6(a)). In each image, segmentation of the
secondary pigment cells and the cluster of cone cells allows for quantification of a mean frame
width wf (the uniform width at equal secondary pigment cell area) and an equivalent cone cell
radius rc (from a circle of area equal to that of the cluster), cf. Fig. 4.6(b). For the developmental
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Figure 4.6: (a) Image Analysis for determining vc. The interfaces between neighboring ommatidia,
ommatidial frames, and the cluster of cone cells are identified. (b) Schematic diagram of the
distances used in the exclusion volume calculation. (c) cn - cA correlation. The dashed line
is the result of a simulation without the exclusion volume. The black solid line represents the
simulation of the gradient with cA,sy = 0.1. The green, dot-dashed line demonstrates that including
exclusion volume but neglecting systematic area variation leads to similar effects as in plain Voronoi
simulations (cf. Fig. 4.5). (d) cn - cA,st correlation after subtraction of systematic area variation.
All modeling results are consistent and in agreement with experiment.
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stage considered here, the cone cell cluster is to good approximation circular. Together, these
two exclusion effects of frame and cone cell cluster restrict the minimum distance between two
neighboring ommatidia to 2rc +wf . A dimensionless measure of exclusion is then the ratio of this
minimum distance to the lattice distance, vc = (2rc + wf )/s̄. The analysis of experimental images
results in values of vc ≈ 0.75 ± 0.03 with no statistically significant systematic variation between
genotypes.
The simulation protocol is now altered as follows: First, the systematic displacement is applied
to centroid vertices as above. Every vertex k then has a minimum distance sk,min given by the
position of one of its neighbors. Before a statistical displacement is applied to a this vertex k,
the connecting vectors ~skm are determined to all cells m that have already undergone statistical
displacement. A statistical displacement ~ξ = (ξx, ξy) of centroid k is accepted if
min
m
(skm − ~ξ · ~skm/skm) > vcsk,min . (4.14)
If the inequality (4.14) is violated, the displacement is rejected and random number generation is
repeated until the lattice vertex satisfies the exclusion volume criterion.
The statistics of Voronoi simulation with the exclusion volume determined by vc = 0.75 explains
the topological statistics of all experimental samples, including Fz mutants. A comparison of
Fig. 4.6(c) and (d) shows that the effect of systematic area variation is approximately independent
of that of exclusion volume, so that the rescaling to cA,st in Fig. 4.6(d) is appropriate. The exclusion
volume has almost no effect for small statistical variation so that the domain remains defect-free
up to cA,st ≈ cA,c. As the perturbation, and thus the polydispersity, increases, packing defects are
generated. For a fixed magnitude α of the displacement perturbation, the area variation in the
domain becomes smaller due to the exclusion volume while the number of defects is not greatly
influenced. Hence, a higher degree of perturbation is required to generate a given cA and the
corresponding cn is larger, see Fig. 4.6(c) and (d). This leads to a steeper slope of the cn - cA
correlation, confirming that exclusion volume is an important factor in assessing size-topology
correlation in the Drosophila eye, which cannot be fully understood by modeling ommatidia as
structureless polygons. All experimental data are in agreement with this model; we emphasize that
the model parameters (both cA,sy and vc) were obtained directly from the analysis of experimental
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images and are not freely adjustable.
4.6 Order measures in the model
Having developed a model that reproduces the topological disorder of the samples using the char-
acteristics of area variation, we now ask whether the conventional statistical physics measures of
order discussed in Section 4.2 agree with the modeling. To provide a closer one-to-one comparison,
we evaluate modeling runs for individual samples, i.e., those that reproduce closely the systematic
area variation cA,sy, the statistical area variation cA,st, and the topological variation cn.
Figure 4.7: Comparison of order measures from experimental data (symbols) with simulation results
(solid lines). (a),(b) The features of the pair correlation functions g2(r) from Fig. 4.2(a),(b) are
captured very well in the model. (c),(d) The decay of the translational correlation functions gT (r)
from experimental Wildtype (c) and Fz (d) samples is well represented by the modeling results.
(e) The orientational correlation function g6(r) of Wildtype samples hardly decays in experiment
or theory. (f) The initial decay of g6(r) in modeled Fz mutant samples agrees with experiment, but
larger distances show stronger correlation than the experiments. Scalar order parameter values T
and q6 are reported in (a),(b),(e),(f).
The pair correlation function g2(r) is indeed well represented in the model, as demonstrated by
Figs. 4.7(a) and (b) for typical specimens of Wildtype and Fz mutants, respectively. The conclusion
of significantly more rapid loss of correlation in Fz specimens as compared with Wildtypes is
borne out. The corresponding translational correlation functions gT (r) in Fig. 4.7(c) and (d),
respectively, are in agreement with this conclusion: the different scales of decay are captured in
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the modeling solutions. The orientational correlation functions g6(r) are in good agreement for
Wildtypes (Fig. 4.7(e)), where no significant decay occurs over the size of the sample, but the
agreement is not as good for the Fz mutants. While the majority of the decay, which occurs over
the first 2-3 ommatidial distances, is captured well, the experiments tend to show further loss of
correlation at larger r not seen in the model. However, this discrepancy has no direct effect on the
agreement of translational order, or on the agreement of the size-topology measures cA,sy, cA,st,
and cn. This shows that the critical aspect for explaining topological disorder in the Drosophila
eye is the perturbation of translational order, not an exact representation of orientational disorder.
As convenient scalar measures of translational and orientational order, we furthermore compare





|g2(r)− 1|dr , (4.15)






an average comprising all nearest-neighbor pairs of ommatidia (cf. Eq. (4.3)).
In Fig. 4.7(a),(b),(e), and (f), the T and q6 values for the experimental samples and modeling
runs are reported (the cutoff length ηc = 8 was chosen to exclude insignificant fluctuations at
larger scales). The agreement of T between model and experiment is good, while there are again
discrepancies in the orientational-order measure q6, indicating that the experimental structure
shows a smaller degree of local orientational order than the model system.
4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have investigated the statistics of packing defects of ommatidia in the Drosophila
eye, which in Wildtype is a perfect honeycomb lattice. Mutations that change the number of cells,
internal arrangement, and orientation of ommatidia can disrupt this order to a greater or lesser
extent. The frequency of packing defects is explained by their necessary generation as a function
of local area variation of ommatidia. It is statistically uncorrelated, local variation that generates
topological disorder, and it is this type of variation that is significantly enhanced in the Fz mutant,
which exhibits the most severe disruption of the honeycomb pattern. The number of defects can
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be quantitatively explained by taking into account that the ommatidia contain cells of differing
mechanical properties, so that deformation of the polygonal ommatidia is only possible if frame
and cone cells are approximately undeformed. Our findings underscore the need for robust internal
development of every ommatidium in an eye in order for the overall packing pattern of ommatidia
to be virtually error-free.
Conversely, mutants in non-PCP-related pathways (Ras and Sev) show, like Wildtype speci-
mens, sufficient uniformity of ommatidial area to avoid any topological defects in the pattern. It is
noteworthy that these specimens show statistical area variations just marginally below the critical
value that would be required to generate defects (cf. Fig. 4.6(d)). This can be interpreted as a result
of evolutional optimization: the expenditure of biological resources needed to ensure uniformity of
ommatidial patterns does not exceed what is necessary to yield defect-free patterns.
As the Voronoi patterns faithfully reproduce neighbor relations observed in the eye epithelium,
this powerful modeling tool quantifies the correlation between polydispersity of areas and number
of defects, and confirms that all experimental samples carry a number of defects explained within
this framework. Generally, we have shown that analysis of any two-dimensional cellular structure
(biological or inanimate) in terms of the statistics of topological disorder requires careful analysis
of potential long-range spatial correlations in the domain, to ensure that local statistical variations
are not biased. In particular, the onset of disorder in the form of defects can appear delayed if
part of the area variation in the pattern is systematic. Conversely, this makes the present set
of modeling tools a sensitive probe for long-range variability in tissues. A novel discovery from
this analysis is that such a long-range systematic area variation in ommatidia exists across the
entire eye. This variation is in itself not sufficient to cause packing defects in the retina. We are
not presently aware of any biological mechanism that would lead to such an area gradient in the
direction observed (relative to the body axes), but it provides a new and interesting challenge to
discover how it is formed and what its purpose might be.
Within the scope of our study, the PCP mutant Fz shows the largest effects on ommatidial
area variation and hence, packing disorder. A direct analysis of order measures shows that the
disorder is associated with rapid decay of translational order, while the long-range orientation of
the ommatidial lattice remains partially intact in Fz mutant eyes. The ommatidial structure in
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Fz mutants can thus be thought of as a hexatic phase, where the translational order is strongly
perturbed, but identifiable directions of lattice orientation in relation to the body axes prevail.
The present work has hinted at the role of cellular and tissue mechanics in determining the
regularity of ommatidial patterns, with the acknowledgment of stiffer exclusion volumes. This is
a starting point for future work combining the statistical analysis outlined here with mechanical
models of the Drosophila retina [58, 92]; not only will this give insight into the physical processes
leading to the varying degrees of disorder in the specimens, but parameter changes over time may
reflect the dynamical changes occurring during morphogenesis. For this purpose, analogous data
from earlier stages of pupal development will show whether the increased disorder in PCP mutants
is initiated early on. Quantification of topological disorder is valuable in this respect because it is
a robust measure that relies only on neighbor relations between ommatidial centroids. The mod-




Universal Geometric Features for the
Prediction of Metastable States
Energy
In this chapter1, we investigate the correlation between metric information and energy levels in
metastable states. Mechanical equilibrium states of cellular matter are overwhelmingly metastable
and separated from each other by topology changes. Using theory and simulations, it is shown that
for a wide class of energy functionals in 2D, including those describing tissue cell layers, local energy
differences between neighboring metastable states as well as global energy differences between initial
states and ground states are governed by simple, universal relations. Knowledge of instantaneous
length of an edge undergoing a T1 transition is sufficient to predict local energy changes, while the
initial edge length distribution yields a successful prediction for the global energy difference. An
analytical understanding of the model parameters is provided.
5.1 Introduction
In interacting many-particle systems, energy landscapes are complex and hard to analyze, in par-
ticular when disorder prevents symmetries. Considerable effort has focused on particle aggregates
with short-range interactions (hard-core or soft) in the context of granular media [21, 22, 23, 24],
optimal packings [17, 18, 19, 20], or the description of jammed states [135, 129, 136, 137]. In cellular
matter, on the other hand, the main energy contributions result from the shape and properties of
the interfaces between deformable domains that fill available space (with a negligible continuous
phase), making the interfaces surfaces of polygons (in two dimensions) or polyhedra (in three di-
mensions) [86, 87]. The exclusion of bulk energy contributions generally means that the areas (2D)
or volumes (3D) of individual domains remain constant, while their shape and relative positioning
is variable; the simplest physical example is a dry soap froth [12]. Cellular matter also includes
1This chapter is adapted from Kim et al[134].
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large classes of systems considered in the context of modeling biological tissues, with energy contri-
butions from elasticity and cell-cell adhesion [58, 56, 61], bulk elasticity [60, 138], or viscous effects
[139, 140].
Recent work has focused on low-energy states of cellular matter, which we will call ”ground
states”, although the global lowest-energy state is in general unknown and may not be unique [141].
Ground states in this sense are found through a variety of protocols and annealing strategies, and
their energies are typically insensitive to the method [142, 141]. Tissue-like 2D systems show a
qualitative transition of the ground state: For low values of inter-domain adhesion energy (relative
to elastic deformation penalties), the material ground state retains rigidity (finite resistance to
external forces) [61], while for higher adhesion it becomes degenerate [59, 57] with individual
domains minimizing their energy separately (the material becomes ”floppy”). This ”loss of rigidity
transition” [60] occurs for static as well as for fluctuating systems, where it resembles a solid-fluid
transition [60, 143].
The present work, by contrast, focuses on metastable states (local energy minima) significantly
above the ground state energy. These are common in cellular systems in nature: If the energy
barriers exceed thermal energies, as expected for domains above colloidal size, a system needs
induced stimuli to evolve towards the ground state. We show how limited information on the
geometry of a generic rigid 2D cellular system quantitatively predicts the energy of the metastable
states, governs individual topological transitions, and describes an efficient pathway of lowering
energy towards a ground state.
5.2 Mechanical Energy Functional
Cellular matter domains (identified by index i) interact with nearest neighbors only, each con-
tributing to a total energy E =
∑
iEi. Restricting ourselves to 2D systems, the requirement of
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Figure 5.1: (a) A T1 transition flipping an edge of initial length L, going through an unstable
four-way intermediate configuration and ending up with altered topologies of adjacent cells. Colors
represent polygonal edge number: 5 (yellow), 6 (grey), 7 (blue). (b) Binned plot of edge length
change |δL| as a function of distance r from the center of the T1 edge; rs (vertical dotted line) is the
distance beyond which the analytical model assumes stochastic length changes; (c) The standard
deviations of absolute and relative edge length changes for r > rs decay as exp(−κr) (black dashed
line).
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expanding the general energy per length uP,i(s) in the perimeter lengths Pi. The shown truncation
after the second term is representative of the generic class of 2D tissue model studied in the recent
literature [58, 59, 61, 105, 60]. For domains or cells of the same type, the coefficients are uniform
(c0, c1).
Setting c1 = 0 describes a 2D foam, identifying the interfacial tension with c0 (= 1 without loss
of generality). Including the second order term in Pi recovers the general case of ”tissue” energy.

















where all lengths are normalized by L0, the edge length of a regular hexagon of area Atot/N for a
system of N domains covering an area Atot. In Et, the first and the second terms can be interpreted
as perimeter elasticity and adhesion energy, respectively [61, 58]. Pi,0 is the mechanical equilibrium
perimeter of cell i in isolation, here chosen as the perimeter of a circle with the same area as domain
i (other choices of Pi,0 merely rescale relevant energy differences [61]). The dimensionless adhesion
strength γ is normalized by the perimeter elastic modulus. It was shown [59, 56, 60, 61] that loss of
rigidity occurs when γ > γc ≈ 0.12. Below this value, γ is a non-geometric determinant of system
energy. We will show that energies can, nevertheless, be inferred from geometry alone.
5.3 Local Geometry and Energy Difference
Metastable states are separated from each other by T1 topological transitions [14], where a single
edge of length L reorients (it ”flips”) to change topology of four neighboring cells (Fig. 5.1(a)).
For rigid/solid states (foams or tissues with γ < γc), there are metastable states on both sides of
the transition, while the intermediate state of four-way-connected edges is a local maximum (the
energy barrier) [144].
We evaluate metastable states in Surface Evolver [111] (SE) with the quadratic or circular
arc vertex models (i.e., edges between domains contain additional vertices and are generally not
straight), on rectangles with periodic boundary conditions containing typically N = 400 or 900
domains. Initial patterns are Voronoi constructs from various point distributions. SE fixes domain
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Figure 5.2: (a) Energy change by T1 transition ∆E vs. initial edge length L in monodisperse foam
samples (blue) with binned data for ∆E < 0 (orange circles) and the overall linear relation (5.3)
(dashed line); (b) the same in polydisperse foams and polydisperse tissue systems with different
adhesion; (c) Simplified local configurations for analytical calculations: (left) monodisperse hexag-
onal pattern, (center) one quadruple defect with equal cell areas, (right) a quadruple defect with
area polydispersity (at fixed total area). Vertex positions indicated in red are fixed, the others
represent optimization variables. (d) Combined ∆E(L) data from all simulations, binned (circles)
with best linear fit using α,Lc (black) and analytical linear relation using αa, Lc,a (red); (e) like
(d), for ∆E(`) data and correlations using β, `c and their analytical analogs βa, `c,a.
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areas to match a desired area distribution (polydispersity is quantified by its coefficient of variation
cA) and finds a local energy minimum with the given topology and energy functional. We analyze
the metastable states after and before the T1. Geometrically, T1s are local events – the edge length
changes |δL| and their standard deviation σδL decay exponentially with distance from the flipping
edge. Figs. 5.1b,c identify a characteristic decay scale κ−1 ≈ 2.8, in quantitative agreement with
earlier findings [145].
This study focuses not on the energy barrier height between the states [105], but on the distri-
bution of the energy differences ∆E between the system energies after and before the T1. We find
that the expectation value of ∆E has a strong linear correlation with the initial length L of the
flipping edge,
∆E = α (L− Lc) . (5.3)
As seen in Fig. 5.2(a), the scatter around this linear relation is particularly small for energetically
favorable T1s (∆E < 0). For this range, data from ≥ 40,000 T1 transitions for systems of various
polydispersities and various energy functionals were analyzed. It is a surprising fact that α and Lc
are found to be system-independent: (i) different methods of domain preparation – see Appendix D
– have no perceptible effect on (5.3) or on the scatter of the data; (ii) the order of T1s is irrelevant;
(iii) widely different polydispersities result in the same values (Fig. 5.2(b)); (iv) even simulations
using Et are in quantitative agreement with those using Ef : If the perimeter lengths of the tissue








i yields an equivalent foam energy
whose correlation with L is quantitatively the same (Fig. 5.2b), even though the energetics of
the T1 processes that yield the configurations are quite different, and the configurations are not
metastable states under Ef . The linear correlation (5.3) remains unchanged for all ”tense” tissues
(γ < γc). Beyond γc, the system loses rigidity and all ∆E are trivially zero. Very recent work on
three-dimensional epithelial sheets [143] likewise finds a linear relation between flipping-face area
and energy differences in agreement with (5.3). They also report a quadratic dependence of the
energy barrier on edge length, thus local geometric information predicts the energy difference as
well as the energy barrier in a large class of cellular matter.
An average over all data is described well by (5.3) with a universal critical edge length Lc ≈ 0.611
and a universal slope α ≈ 0.827. Beyond empirical data, we can obtain analytical approximations
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to α and Lc from the simple elementary T1 transition between a honeycomb pattern and a quadru-
ple defect (two neighboring dislocations, Fig. 5.2(c)). Changing the areas of the pentagons and
heptagons generates elementary polydisperse configurations. All vertices not belonging to cells
participating in the T1 are fixed at their honeycomb positions (red in Fig. 5.2(c)). Minimizing Ef,t
with respect to the remaining degrees of freedom yields analytical metastable state geometries as
solutions to a system of algebraic equations (see Appendix D). A linear fit to the resulting ∆E(L)
values obtains αa ≈ 0.791 and Lc,a ≈ 0.627, in very good agreement with data (Fig. 5.2(d)). Note
that the initial edge length L of the flipping edge also shows a universal linear correlation with the
final edge length Lf of the flipping edge so not only the energy difference ∆E(L) but also local
geometric information Lf after T1 transition can be predicted from L (see Appendix D).
5.4 Energy Prediction by Geometry
Now we use this information about energetic effects of (spatially local) T1s to infer the global
energy of a given metastable state, not only for purposes of easy general diagnostics, but in order
to assess whether metastability interferes with the ability to detect the loss-of-rigidity transition
mentioned above. Both simulations and analytical computations are used. The simulations should
reflect processes of mechanical excitation overcoming energy barriers, e.g. by shearing foams [8,
146], agitating emulsions [147, 148] or by cell mobility in tissues [149], so that the system energy
approaches a ground state through successive T1s. Eq. (5.3) suggests flipping short edges (L < Lc)
will selectively lower the system energy. However, simulations may miss energetically favorable
edge flips if these edges are surrounded by large-area cells (they are relatively short, but absolutely
longer than Lc). Therefore, we shall focus on relative edge length `,
` = L/min(L0i, L0j) , (5.4)
where L0i = 2
1/23−3/4A
1/2
i is the edge length of a regular hexagon of area Ai, and the domains i, j
share the edge. As Fig. 5.2(e) shows, ∆E(`) is still a linear function,
∆E = β (`− `c) , (5.5)
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and can still be described with system-independent parameters `c ≈ 0.654 and β ≈ 0.791 (see
Appendix D for data). These parameters can be understood by analyzing the extreme cases: Near
the ground state, the domain shapes do not deviate much from regular polygons, for which the
ratio of perimeter to A1/2 is essentially constant [46]. An average polygon undergoing a T1 with
L ≈ Lc then has a shorter perimeter by the factor (5 +Lc)/6; with (5.4) this leads to the estimate
`c,a = 6Lc/(5 + Lc) ≈ 0.654. Conversely, any T1 with `→ 0 must have the same result as L→ 0,
so that αLc = β`c, resulting in βa ≈ 0.772. The analytical estimate again proves very accurate
(Fig. 5.2(e)).
Our SE simulations establish metastable states after every T1 of a selected edge. Figure 5.3(a)
compares the energy reduction ∆Etot(n) = E(n) − E(0) after n T1s using different selection
strategies: systematic cycling through a complete list of edges, random selection, and the ”greedy”
algorithm suggested by (5.5), which always flips the edge with the shortest current `. All algorithms
reverse T1s with ∆E > 0, and try a different edge next; they all asymptote to very similar energies
(supporting the notion of a well-defined ground state energy), but the greedy algorithm needs much
less computational effort (and its final energy is slightly lower). These findings are independent of
polydispersity or energy functional.
Analytically, a total energy drop as in Fig. 5.3(a) can be predicted under the assumption that
the effects of the (spatially localized) T1s are independent. Then, Etot(n) can be inferred from
the initial probability distribution p(`) only – precisely those edges with ` < `c should flip. In
Fig. 5.3(b), a typical development of p(`) with n in simulations is shown – indeed, the probability
weight below `c becomes negligible towards the end.











where `(n) is given by inverting (5.6). Taking into account (5.5) and using integration by parts, it
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Figure 5.3: (a) Decrease of energy with the number of T1 transitions for three different algorithms.
The ”greedy” algorithm always flips the current shortest edge and yields a very good approximation
to the ground state energy in a small number of steps. (b) Evolution of the relative edge length
probability distribution pn(`) for a polydisperse (cA = 0.4) foam sample of N = 900, showing
distributions at n = 0 (p(`)), n = 88, and n = nfin = 324.










P (`)d` , (5.8)
with P (`) ≡
∫ `
0 p(`
′)d`′. Eq. (5.8) gives the predicted energy decrease as a fraction of a hypothetical
maximum; note that −β`c = ∆E(0) according to (5.5).
The prediction (5.8) only needs the initial distribution p(`) for ` < `c; any integrable fit to p(`)
yields an explicit analytical expression for ∆Etot. Figure 5.4 compares greedy simulation results of
different foams and tissues (only energy-lowering steps are accepted) with (5.8); for tissue systems,
equivalent foam energies E∗f are again used. The agreement is good, but |∆Etot| is systematically
underestimated by typically 5− 15%.
This bias can be eliminated by modeling the shape changes in pn(`) shown in Fig. 5.3(b); these
come about because T1s induce exponentially decaying fluctuations in the absolute or relative
lengths of edges beyond a characteristic distance rs (cf. Fig. 5.1(b),(c)). This stochastic fluctuation
of width σ` acts as a convolution on p(`), increasing its width and lowering the value of `(n) to
`(n) − ∆`, so that the currently shortest edges become slightly shorter and their T1 lowers the
energy slightly more. The system-independence of the features seen in Fig. 5.1(c) and Fig. 5.2(e)
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Figure 5.4: Energy decrease with T1 number n comparing the simulation results (red; greedy
algorithm) with theoretical predictions from (5.8) (orange, dashed) and the refined theory (5.9)
(blue, solid). (a) Foams of different polydispersity, using Ef ; (b) Tissues (E
∗
f , cA = 0.4) with γ = 0
and γ = 0.1.
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allows for an analytical computation for this convolution in the limit of Gaussian distributions,
from which ∆` ≈ 0.037 follows. The details are found in the Appendix D.










P (`)d` , (5.9)
with `eff = max(`−∆`, 0), to avoid negative edge lengths. The systematic error in the comparisons
to simulation results is largely eliminated (see Fig. 5.4), though a statistical error of a few %
remains (see Appendix D). The predicted |∆Etot| is still obtained from the initial distribution only,
and thus the asymptotic ground state energy is accurately predicted from just a snapshot of an
initial metastable state. We stress that the simulations employ a variety of strategies for annealing
to the ground state (see Appendix D), which can lead to a larger empirical nfin, but nevertheless
this ”single-shot” prediction of ∆Etot is in good agreement. Also note that tissue samples with
γ = 0.1 are much closer to the critical γc than those with γ = 0, but the quality of the prediction
is unchanged.
5.5 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the geometry of 2D metastable states quantitatively determines their
energy both locally and globally, beyond the trivial summing of edge lengths to obtain a foam
energy: locally, the ∆E of a T1 is predicted by its edge length. Globally, T1 energies integrate
to approximate the metastable state energy above the ground state ∆Etot. Energy-lowering T1
transitions are almost exclusively confined to edges with relative length ` < `c, and the critical
value is universal across polydispersities and energy functional forms. Only these edges ”store” the
structural energy above the ground state, and they are relatively few (we did not find metastable
states with P (`c) > 0.18). Beyond the foam and tissue models discussed here, we have conducted
less extensive simulations with energy functionals including area elasticity, with altered boundary
conditions, and even with spring-like interactions, without changes to the reported relations. The
remarkable simplicity and generality of these findings is reminiscent of the classification of rigid




i /N of the domains,
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independent of energy functionals [60, 150, 61]. Likewise, we rationalize the universal nature of the
relations by the strong geometric constraints imposed by a space-filling 2D structure, making all
possible T1 energy changes perturbative. In addition, however, our results show that metastable
states of rigid/solid systems can have equivalent foam energies (and thus values of p̄) significantly
larger than the critical p̄c for loss of rigidity in the ground state. While there are other indicators
of floppy/fluid systems, it is important to point out that the diagnostic meaning of p̄ depends on
whether the system is close to the ground state.
According to our results, a simple snapshot of any metastable 2D sample (a tissue, an emulsion,
a polycrystal) in a rigid/solid state suffices to classify it in terms of its distance from the type of
ground state analyzed in previous work [59, 60]. Short edges are weak spots favoring T1 transitions,
and a heterogeneous spatial distribution indicates mechanically weak regions. The diagnostics of
material properties and their spatial distribution (in industrial applications) or the occurrence and
distribution of pathological changes (in biological tissues) is aided by these findings. The geometric
information used here can be further combined with topological statistics [8, 6, 2], which is the
subject of next chapter [151].
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Chapter 6
Quantifying the Metastable Energy
Landscape by Structure Measures
In this chapter1, we investigate the correlation between statistical measures and the energy level in
metastable states. The ground states of cellular matter are previously shown to be characterized
by universal correlations between size and topology. We now extend these correlations for a com-
plete description of the inherent structure energy of the metastable states in a large class of 2D
cellular matter. In monodisperse systems, the defect density is the primary predictor of energy. In
polydisperse systems, the cross-correlation between size and topology is necessary in addition to
describe the energy landscape of metastable states. Surprisingly, this landscape is invariant across
the class of energy functionals, and therefore applies to a wide range of systems. Furthermore, the
size and topology measures in conjunction with the shape index distinguish between high energy
metastable states and degenerate ground states. Mechanical energy states of 2D cellular matter in
biological and technological applications can thus be identified by visual information only.
6.1 Introduction
Cellular matter is characterized by domains (cells, drops, bubbles, or other units) that tile the
plane(2D) or space(3D) with only a small fraction of continuous phase between them. These
systems are found in a wide range of fields and they span several decades of length-scales from
microstructure of metals to geological structures. Foams, emulsions, certain granular materials,
and many biological tissues are examples of cellular matter [14, 152]. Under the condition that
the physical effects of the continuous phase are, like its volume fraction, negligible, these materials
can be represented as planar patterns of polygons in 2D or packings of polyhedra in 3D. While
crystalline or ordered patterns are important special cases [69, 47, 2], disordered arrangements of
1This chapter is adapted from Kim et al[151].
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domains are much more commonly encountered in nature. To quantify these structures, various
measures of cell statistics have been used. In particular, the size and topology of the domains have
received attention in classical as well as recent work [4, 34, 8].
Several empirical correlations between size and topology were proposed in previous studies and
found to be valid for a large class of domain systems. Most of these results are in two dimensions
(2D), and we will focus on 2D systems in the remainder of this work. In the 1920s, F. T. Lewis
proposed a linear relation between number of neighbors n and the mean area of domains having n
neighbors Ān from epidermal layers of cucumbers [4, 5]. Aboav proposed a short-range topological
correlation between a center cell and nearest neighboring cells. [34] Recently, Aboav’s law was
generalized to explain a long-range topological correlation between a center cell and concentric
cells around the center cell with a given topological distance k.[39, 40] Another size-topology
correlation proposed a universal correlation between the widths of the area distribution and the
neighbor distribution, which are quantified by their respective coefficients of variation, cA and cn
[8]. Subsequently, we developed two geometric models to elucidate size-topology correlations in
the framework of the granocentric model [68]. These statistical models using only local neighbor
configurations predict the same correlation [6, 3] between cA and cn and are in agreement with
independent statistical-mechanics approaches [41, 42]. We found that there are at least two distinct
classes of cellular matter in terms of the cA-cn correlation and that the proximate cause of the
differences is the shape of individual cells. These geometric models also explain the linearity of
Lewis’s law for anisotropic cell shapes, and an analogous nonlinear relation for isotropic domains
[3].
Correlations of this type show that topological disorder is strongly related to size disorder,
although polydispersity is not a requirement for the occurrence of defects, and other forms of dis-
order can be prominent in defect systems [46, 79]. For disordered cellular systems, it is notoriously
hard to determine the true lowest-energy ground state – note that even in 2D, the only mathe-
matically proven ground state is the monodisperse honeycomb [43]. Most of the difficulty stems
from a complex landscape of many local energy minima (metastable states) whose separation, if
the domain size is greater than colloidal, will not be bridged by thermal excitation. Nevertheless,
many simulational schemes have been developed that anneal such systems to very low global en-
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ergy and give a consistent representation of low-energy states. We will term such states ”ground
states” in the following, keeping in mind that the true ground state is unknown and may not even
be well-defined [141]. Simulations have confirmed that the size-topology relations mentioned above
are valid for ground states in this sense [61, 41]. However, the landscape of metastable states above
these ground states has not been mined for statistical information to the same extent. In this
chapter, we address this question, which is analogous to that explored in models of packings and
liquids, where the energy landscape between local minima of disordered systems is known as an
inherent structure network (ISN) [153, 154, 155, 156, 157]. In analogy to packings of interacting
objects, we can also term the metastable states jammed [157, 135, 129], as the system requires the
application of finite stress to move from one metastable state to another. Note that such excitation
is often absent, so that it is unclear per se whether a cellular system found in nature is near or far
away from a ground state without knowing its history.
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that the geometry of local edges is sufficient to predict
the energy difference between two adjacent metastable states, separated by T1 transition. The local
nature of T1 transition also enables us to predict the energy level of metastable states only from
the initial edge length distribution[134]. In parallel to this work, we investigate the quantitative
relation between statistics and energy level in metastable states of 2D cellular matter. We find that
the energies can be predicted from just a few statistical measures, with two terms sufficient for a
leading-order approximation of simple algebraic form. Moreover, the resulting energy landscape as
a function of these parameters is universal regardless of the exact form of the energy functional, as
long as the system energy is not degenerate. Hence, the energy surface of foam can be used as a
quantitative template to understand the relation between statistics and energy level for a large class
of cellular matter. In section 6.2, general potential energy expressions in 2D cellular matter are
discussed and two categories of model systems (foams and tissues) are proposed. In section 6.3, we
show that size and topology measures can be used to predict the energy level of both monodisperse
and polydisperse systems. In section 6.4, we find the regime that degenerate ground states and
high energy metastable states coexist so statistical measures with a shape index are required to
identify the rigidity transition in tissue simulations. Discussion and conclusions are presented in
section 6.5.
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6.2 Potential Energy of Cellular Matter
As we will discuss static or quasi-static states of cellular matter in this work, we exclude considera-
tions of dynamics or dissipative effects from the discussion of the systems’ energy. The mechanical
energy of the entire system for a cellular material is characterized by two assumptions: (i) There are
no significant contributions from the (small) continuous phase fraction, and (ii) the energy contri-
butions from the disperse phase are dominated by terms dependent on properties of the interfaces
only. This also implies that domains interact with nearest neighbors through their interfaces only,
so that an interaction energy between adjacent cells can always be equally partitioned between
those neighboring cells. Therefore, the mechanical energy of the entire system is given by the sum





In the continuum limit, the general potential energy of an individual cell depends on geometric
quantities and related energy densities. For a general 2D system, the energy contributions can then












Assumption (i) above justifies neglecting the vertex contributions φk,i under weak assumptions.
Furthermore, many systems including biological tissue layers show that individual cell areas change
very little over times of quasi-static changes, so that assumption (ii) is implemented in the form
of an incompressibility assumption (constant areas). Hence, the resulting energy functional, with




uP,i(s)ds+ λi(A−Ai) , (6.3)
where λi is a Lagrange multiplier ensuring that A = Ai is fixed. Although the exact form of the
interfacial energy density uP,i depends on underlying physics of the system, a Taylor expansion
is a useful tool to approximate the interfacial energy terms. Two leading order terms, linear and
quadratic in the domain perimeter Pi, respectively, are studied in this chapter, so that the functional
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comprises both the case of foams or emulsions and the case of simple tissue models that have been









i + . . . ,+λi(A−Ai) . (6.4)
As we discuss systems with domains of equal type, we choose the parameters independent of i
(c0, c1). Setting c1 = 0 recovers a 2D foam, identifying c0 with the interfacial tension, which can be
scaled out (c0 = 1) without loss of generality. For a system of N domains covering an area Atot, we
non-dimensionalize all lengths by L0, the edge length of a regular hexagon of area Atot/N . Foam
energy is further normalized by 6N to make regular honeycomb energy ε0 = 1. Foam energy thus







Including the second order term in uP,i recovers the general case of ”tissue” energy. By rearranging














The first and the second terms can be interpreted as perimeter elasticity and adhesion energy
(for γ > 0), respectively [61, 2]. Pi,0 is the equilibrium perimeter of cell i in isolation, typically
chosen as the perimeter of a circle with the same area as domain i (other choices of of Pi,0 will merely
rescale relevant energy differences [61]). The dimensionless γ is the adhesion strength (if γ > 0)
normalized by the perimeter elastic modulus. It was shown [59, 56, 60, 61] that loss of rigidity
occurs when γ > γc ≈ 0.12. Negative γ, on the other hand, are equivalent to positive surface
tension, and the limit γ → −∞, after rescaling, recovers the foam functional Ef . Recent studies
shows that numerical simulations under the above energy functional explain different behavior of
biological tissues [59, 56, 60, 61]. This validates that introducing higher order expansion terms in
the energy functional enables modeling of a wider range of cellular matters.
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6.3 Statistical Inference of Metastable States Energy
With two interfacial energy functionals defined above, we now study the energy landscape of do-
main systems by simulating a large number of metastable states. Mechanical equilibrium states
of domain systems are simulated in Surface Evolver(SE), which is an interactive program to find
local energy minimum shapes under imposed energy terms. As an initial configuration of SE simu-
lations, Voronoi cells based on three different point processes are constructed in a periodic box: (1)
Perturbed lattice algorithm(PLA)[132, 2], (2) Lloyd algorithm(LA)[158, 159, 160], and (3)Hardcore
algorithm(HA)[10]. Each point process has a control parameter to adjust the degree of disorder in
the point pattern so the resulting Voronoi diagrams show distinct number of topological defects.
Target area values are generated from a gamma distribution with a specific area polydispersity cA
and assigned to individual cells. To explore the configurational space of metastable states, T1 tran-
sition is applied to an individual edge. T1 transition is one of elementary topological transitions
that two neighboring domains lose their contact and the other two domains form new interface and
become neighbors afterwards. In many systems, the energy barrier is much larger than thermal
fluctuation so the cellular system approaches to mechanical equilibrium configuration for a fixed
topology and stays in the vicinity of it. Successive T1 transitions enable us to obtain metastable
states with varying topology. With a combination of initial configurations, area assignment, and
topological transitions, we simulate over 100,000 distinct metastable states and evaluate the cor-
relation between statistical measures and energetic states of metastable states (Further details of
simulation protocol is in Appendix E).
6.3.1 Monodisperse Systems
The ground state of 2D monodisperse foam is regular hexagonal honeycomb, which does not contain
any topological defects. Hence, the presence of any topological defects in the metastable states
indicates higher foam energy and as the number of topological defects increases, a metastable state
further deviates from the ground state (Fig. 6.1(a)(b)). A variance of neighbor distribution µ2 is
used to quantify the defect density in the system.
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Figure 6.1: Two metastable states of monodisperse foam with dinstinct defect density, (a) µ2 =
0.095 and (b) µ2 = 0.99 respectively. The system size is N = 400. Individual domains are color-
coded by their number of neighbors, green: quadrilateral, yellow: pentagon, gray: hexagon, blue:
heptagon, purple: octagon, pink: nonagon. (c) the linear correlation between (equivalent) foam
energy (εf ,ε
∗
f ) and the defect density (µ2) in monodisperse systems. The black dashed line is the








(ni − 6)2 =
∑
n
(n− 6)2P (n) (6.7)
We find that the energy level of monodisperse foam is linear correlated with µ2 (Fig. 6.1(c)).
Although a positive correlation between foam energy and µ2 is expected, it is surprising that the
linear correlation is valid for the entire range of µ2. Geometrically, it is possible to construct
monodisperse systems with infinitely large µ2 such as a configuration with thin slender domains
having extremely large number of neighbors. A practical limit of µ2 in our simulations comes from
the preparation protocol of initial configurations that the largest µ2 is restricted to that of Random
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Poisson Voronoi tessellation(RVP), µ2,RV P ≈ 1.8. Furthermore, initial configurations of large µ2
inevitably induce unstable vertices of coordination number four that should be resolved to two
stable vertices with coordination number three (The configurations with four-way vertices are not
local energy minimums). Eliminating unstable vertices reduces the domain energy as well as µ2
and we observe an empirical upper limit of µ2 ≈ 1 in monodisperse foam. The domain energy in
monodisperse foam can be approximated as a linear function of µ2.
εf0(µ2) = s0µ2 + ε0 (6.8)
The least square fit of the empirical data yields s0 = 0.041. The linear dependence of energy
on µ2 can be interpreted as a Taylor expansion of energy around the ground state and local defect
configurations predict the coefficient s0. The defect structure generated by a single T1 transition
in the ground state is a quadruple defect configuration that two dislocations with opposite signs
are adjacent in the same glide plane. Additional T1 transition can separate these dislocations by
topological distance of 2. The energy of the quadruple defect and the two separated dislocations
can be estimated by considering local defect configuration embedded in the regular honeycomb.
(The detail of calculation is explained in the Appendix E.) The estimated s0 for these configurations
are s0 ≈ 0.031 for the quadruple defect and s0 ≈ 0.045 for the two separated dislocations, where
the empirical s0 lies in between them. While these elementary defect configurations give quite
accurate prediction of s0, metastable states simulated in SE show far richer variety of local defect
patterns. The linear correlation between µ2 and the domain energy indicates that the exact shape
of the defect structure has little effects on energy level while the defect density only determines the
approximate energy level in 2D monodisperse foam. We also observe that introducing additional
topological measures that quantify intermediate length scale structures can improve the accuracy
of the energy prediction (the further detail is described in Appendix E). However, the present
correlation confirms that limited information on topology only is sufficient to decide the energetic
state of monodisperses foam.
In the case of tissue simulations, the energy value scales with γ so additional steps are required
to compare two simulations with different γ. To avoid this issue, instead of using εt directly, we
interpret local equilibrium configurations of tissue simulations as foam and compute an equivalent
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i is a perimeter of an individual domain. We empirically
observe a strong correlation between εt and ε
∗
f (the correlation between εt and ε
∗
f is presented in
Appendix E). Furthermore, our recent study shows that ε∗f in tissue simulations yields quantita-
tively same correlation between local edge geometry and an energy difference between two adjacent
metastable states. Hence, ε∗f can be used as an alternative energy measure for tissue simulations.
We find that tissue simulations show the same linear correlation between ε∗f and µ2 for any
γ < γc. It is a surprising result because equilibrium configurations of tissue simulations are governed
by tissue energy functional, not foam energy, but the correlation is insensitive to the change of the
energy functional. Furthermore, the tissue energy scale varies significantly with γ but it has little
effects on geometric properties of metastable states if they are in tense states. This confirms that
the universal correlation between energetic states and µ2 can be applicable not only foam systems
but also a wider class of 2D monodisperse systems. The correlation also elucidates that the detailed
information of defect structures is not necessary to predict energy level, but the defect density only
predicts the approximate energy.
6.3.2 Polydisperse Systems
The global lowest-energy state for polydisperse systems is unknown even for foam systems and
the search of these states is a challenging task. However, the geometric models predict that there
exists the universal correlation between the widths of size and topology distributions for the ground
states so minimum energy configurations, which are obtained through different annealing protocols
require an optimal µ2, depending on area polydispersity cA[6, 3]. Hence, a discrepancy between
µ2 of a metastable state and that of ground states indicates higher energy level of the metastable
state, which is analogous to monodisperse systems (in monodisperse systems, optimal µ2 is simply
zero). In order to evaluate the correlation between µ2 and energy in polydisperse systems, we
simulate a large number of metastable states govern by either foam energy or tissue energy with
a target area polydispersity cA = 0.4. We find that the ground states of polydisperse systems at
cA = 0.4 require finite µ2 ≈ 0.65, which agrees with the geometric model prediction. Polydisperse
hexagonal domain is a special case because its energy is exactly same as that of regular hexagonal
domain, εf = ε0[161].
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Figure 6.2: Two metastable states of polydisperse systems with equal defect density µ2 = 0.655
but significantly different ρ, (a) ρ = 0.917 and (b) ρ = 0.264. (c) µ2 only does not identify the
energy level of polydisperse systems because the energy variation for a given µ2 is comparable to
the energy scale of the entire energy landscape. (d) Maximum ρ can be analytically calculated by
assuming domain areas assigned in the order of topology. Metastable states can exhibit a wide
range of ρ where smaller ρ is energetically unfavorable for a given µ2. (e) The energy surfaces of
foam and tissue simulations agree well with the surface of εfp(µ2, ρ, 0.4)(red surface).
However, µ2 only does not determine the energy level in polydisperse systems. The degree of
energy variation for a given µ2 is large and comparable to the energy scale of the entire energy
landscape (Fig. 6.2(c)). To understand the observed energy variation, we compare two equilibrium
configurations of same µ2 = 0.655 but significantly different energy level (Fig. 6.2(a)(b)). Fig. 6.2(a)
shows an equilibrium configuration that is very close to the ground states while Fig. 6.2(b) exhibits
much higher energy level. In the configuration (b), large number of domains are significantly
elongated so they contribute to higher domain energy. A mismatch between domain size and
topology is responsible for the elongated domain shape. To accommodate large n for small cells,
the center cell should deform significantly to increase available perimeter for neighboring cells.
Conversely, large cells with small n make the shape of neighboring cells become anisotropic so
contribute to higher domain energy. Hence, a mismatch between domain size and topology is
energetically unfavorable in polydisperse systems and it has significant effects on the domain energy.
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To quantify the correlation between size and topology, the cross-correlation coefficient ρ is used
as a statistical measure. It should be noted that ρ is the remaining second moments of size and















ρ is directly connected to the slope of Lewis law. A steeper slope of Ān implies larger ρ. In
principal, maximum ρ is equal to 1 for all µ2 but the perfect linear correlation between size and
topology is rarely attained because the neighbor distribution is discrete and also Ān is not always
linear. Hence, the maximum cross-correlation coefficient ρm is actually less than 1 and it depends
on µ2 (Fig. 6.2(d)). ρm can be analytically calculated using the universal neighbor distribution
obtained from the geometric models[6]. To construct an equilibrium configuration with ρm, target
area values should be assigned in the order of domain topologies to ensure that cells with smaller
n are always smaller in size compared to those with larger n (the detail of analytic calculation is




























where β2 = 2π
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585 . The minimum ρ can be as small as −ρm but negative ρ induces a plethora
of unstable four-way vertices, which should be resolved instantaneously. Hence, it is rare to find
metastable states with negative ρ and the systems with small µ2 can only stabilize negative ρ.
The realistic lower bound of the configuration space is restricted by maximum energy level. The
higher the domain energy is, the more likely the systems contain unstable four-way vertices so
those configurations are not metastable states anymore. We empirically find that the range of the
domain energy is approximately constant for all cA and it is about 0.045 in our energy scale. Hence,
the lower bound of metastable states in the configuration space of (µ2, ρ) can be approximated as
the iso-energy curve that corresponds to the maximum energy.
ρ is linearly correlated with the domain energy for a given µ2 and the domain energy is minimum
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Figure 6.3: (a) The coefficients of εfcA , s0(cA) and k(cA), changes in terms of cA. (b) εfcA predicts
metastable states of foam and tissue simulations for 0 ≤ cA ≤ 0.6. (c) The ground state energy
estimation based on regular hexagon assumption predicts lower bound of domain. The lowest
energy simulated in SE is slightly higher than εh.
when ρ = ρm. Hence, the signature of the ground state statistics should be the optimal µ2 for a given
cA as well as the maximum ρ. The domain energy of polydisperse systems can be approximated
as a Taylor expansion in terms of µ2 and ρ as well, εfcA (µ2, ρ) = ε0 + s0(cA)µ2 − sρ(cA, µ2)ρ. The
empirical data shows that s0(0.4) = 0.034, which is slightly smaller than s0(0) = 0.041. sρ is
proportional to the square root of µ2, sρ = k(cA)
√
µ2 where k(0.4) = 0.045.
εf0.4(µ2, ρ) = 0.034µ2 − 0.045
√
µ2ρ+ 1 (6.12)
εfcA predicts the domain energy of both foam simulations and tissue simulations accurately.
Hence, polydisperse systems require only two statistical measures, µ2 and ρ, to predict approx-
imate energy level (Fig. 6.2(e)). εf0.4 prediction shows higher degree of error compared to εf0
prediction. The size disorder plays as an additional source of energy variations, which is absent
in monodisperse systems. We expect that the prediction can be improved by taking into account
additional statistical measures quantifying intermediate length-scale domain structures. It is hard
to derive a quantitative correlation between the domain energy and additional statistical measures
because the number of required metastable states to introduce additional variables increases ex-
ponentially, but we find that there exist non-zero correlations between the domain energy and
topological measures quantifying intermediate length-scale structure for a given µ2 and ρ.
We are now in position to study whether the energy landscape of polydisperse systems can
be generalized for an arbitrary cA. We find that the same ansatz, εfcA (µ2, ρ) = ε0 + s0(cA)µ2 −
k(cA)
√
µ2ρ can be used to predict energy level of polydisperse systems while the coefficients s0(cA)
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and k(cA) varies with cA. Additional SE simulations with cA ranging from 0 to 0.6 confirm this. As
cA approaches to 0, s0(cA) converges to s0(0) = 0.041 while k(cA) vanishes because ρ = 0 for any
metastable states in monodisperse systems so εfcA converges to εf0 . s0(cA) decreases quadratically
while k(cA) increases linearly as cA increases(Fig. 6.3(a)). A quadruple defect with area variations
in pentagons and heptagons explains the linear correlation between k(cA) and cA and it predicts
the slope between cA and k(cA), k(cA) ≈ 0.125cA (The detail is explained in Appendix E). The
energy level of all SE simulations are well predicted by εfcA with small variations (Fig. 6.3(b)).





The energy level of the ground states of polydisperse systems can be estimated with a simple
assumption. Assuming that every cell relaxes to a regular hexagon and the area distribution is
assumed to be a gamma distribution with area polydispersity cA, the ground state energy εh(cA)










εh is slightly lower than the lowest energy of metastable states simulated in SE. Theoretically,
εh can be attained by arranging cells with large-scale area gradient. As the system size increases,
area variations for local domain clusters vanish so every domain can relax to a regular hexagon of
a given area. Hence, the system with a large-scale area gradient can approach εh. However, our
interest focuses on metastable states without a long-range order and this special case is qualitatively
different from disordered systems only with statistical fluctuations. We find that SE simulations
with a long-range area gradient show lower energy compared to typical disordered metastable
states. Hence, εh serves as the lower energy limit while the lowest energy states of statistically
homogeneous systems exhibit slightly higher energy level.
6.4 Rigidity Transition and Statistical Measures
Recent studies confirm that there is loss of rigidity transition in the ground states, governed by
relative adhesion strength γ [61, 60, 62, 143]. The systems are solid/tense states with finite tensions
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Figure 6.4: (a) The correlation between ε∗f and µ2 becomes flat for fluid-like states while high energy
metastable states show quantitatively same correlation between ε∗f and µ2 compared to foam and
tense tissue simulations in monodisperse systems. (b) The energy surface of the region ε∗f < ε
∗
f,c
becomes flat in polydisperse systems while it remains unchanged for ε∗f > ε
∗
f,c.
for small γ but they reach to fluid/relaxed states that individual domains attain their equilibrium







, which is a simple geometric quantity and can be measured from equilibrium structures.
The critical shape index p̄c is reported to be 3.812 that corresponds to the perimeter of regular
pentagon[60]. When the shape index is larger than p̄c, the domain shape is generally elongated
and the systems are shown to be fluid/relaxed states while smaller shape index implies solid/tense
states with isotropic domain shapes.
However, we find equilibrium configurations that the shape index is larger than p̄c but the
systems are tense metastable states, not floppy degenerate ground states. In monodisperse systems,
equivalent foam energy ε∗f can be translated to p̄ exactly because domain areas are identical for all
cells, p̄c = 2
3/431/4ε∗f,c. Metastable states of large µ2 show the equilibrium foam energy larger then
the critical value ε∗f,c = 1.024 so the shape index also exceeds the critical value. This implies that
the shape index only cannot distinguish high energy metastable states and the degenerate ground
states in certain situations. In polydisperse systems, the shape index can be approximated with
εh, p̄c = 2
3/431/4ε∗f,c/εh(cA). We also find metastable states in the configuration space (µ2, ρ) that
the equivalent foam energy is larger than ε∗f,c.
The correlation between the metastable state energy and statistical measures can be used to
identify the rigidity transition in conjunction with the shape index. When the predicted foam
energy from statistical measures is lower than ε∗f,c but the actual energy is higher, it is certain
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that those systems are fluid/relaxed states. However, if the predicted metastable energy is larger
than ε∗f,c, the shape index only does not detect the rigidity transition so other information such
as the mean square displacement of individual domains or the effective shear modulus should be
evaluated to identify whether the system is in fluid-like states or not. In monodisperse systems,
the critical neighbor variance µ2,c that corresponds to ε
∗
f,c can be computed, µ2,c ≈ 0.59. In
polydisperse systems, the iso-energy curve of ε∗f,c determines the boundary so the combination of
µ2 and ρ should be in the region enclosed by ρm and this curve for the shape index being used to
determine the rigidity transition. We test tissue simulations with γ = 0.15 and find that the energy
landscape becomes flat in fluid regime while high energy metastable states show quantitatively
same topography compared to the energy landscape of foam and tense tissue simulations reported
in section 6.3 (Fig. 6.4). This result shows that statistical measures not only predict the metastable
state energy level but also serve as essential tools to identify the rigidity transition with the shape
index. We also identify that there exists a second critical γ, γu ≈ 0.2 that no metastable states can
exist beyond γu. The corresponding shape index p̄u is much larger than the previously reported
p̄c. Hence, the shape index only can determine the loss of rigidity transition for p̄ > p̄u but size
and topology measures become critical to distinguish between tense states and relaxed states in
the range of the shape index p̄c < p̄ < p̄u.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we find that the energy level of metastable states can be predicted by a few
statistical measures of size and topology. The energy landscape of metastable states is insensitive
to the change of exact energy functionals, if the systems are in tense states. The rigidity transition
qualitatively changes topography of the energy landscape such that the fluid region makes the
energy surface become partially flat. This result can be useful to identify the energy level of
metastable states and to detect the rigidity transition in conjunction with the shape index.
The energy level of metastable states can be understood as the distance from the ground states.
The discrepancy between statistical measures of the metastable states to those of the ground states
is directly connected to a number of topological transitions required to approach the ground states.
The larger the discrepancy is, the more the topological transitions are required. While the absolute
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energy scale for metastable states depends on the exact form of energy functionals, the statistical
measures do not. Hence, quantifying the distance from the ground state using statistical measures
can be universal regardless of energy functionals.
µ2, ρ, and cA are used to describe the energy landscape of the metastable states. Note that these
measures quantify characteristics of local structures only. This result agrees with the approach of
geometric models because they seek locally optimal packings of cells for a given size distribution[68,
6, 3]. The success of describing the energy landscape with local measures may derive from the nature
of our energy functionals that take into account local interactions only. An exponential decay
of displacements around T1 transition further strengthens the local character of these systems
[145, 134]. One can ask whether the universal correlation between energy levels and statistical
measures of metastable states can be extended to other types of domain systems that governing
energy terms are not restricted to interfacial energy contributions. We have conducted less extensive
tissue simulations with area elasticity term and the universal correlation does not change. While
the degree of freedom in our model depends on the vertex position at the interfaces, various domains
systems are modeled that the energy depends on the center position of domains or particles. We
have also conducted preliminary simulations under spring-like interactions between domain centers
and the universal correlation between energy and statistical quantities still holds in the spring
systems. The validity of the universal correlation in these systems supports that our finding can
be applicable even for larger classes of domain systems.
Our work connects well-known empirical correlations such as Lewis law and Aboav-Weaire law
to mechanical states of metastable states, which have not been elucidated in previous studies.
With the rapid development on high-resolution microscope and image analysis tools, the structural
analysis of cellular matter becomes far more easy and efficient. However, detecting mechanical
states of cellular matters is still a challenging task. The connection between statistical measures
and energy level enables indirect quantification of energy states. As the energetics of metastable
states and their differences also inform required forces and stresses to effect changes in the material,




In this dissertation, we demonstrate that domain statistics, cell shapes, and mechanical states
in 2D cellular matter are closely interconnected. To bridge these aspects, we utilize different
theoretical approaches, depending on inherent properties of individual systems. These models
accurately predict structural features of cellular matter and elucidate the role of mechanics in
domain statistics and geometry.
7.1 Summary of Research
In the first part of the dissertation, we identify two classes of disordered cellular matter that
exhibit distinct size-topology correlations. The local domain geometry is a key element to explain
the qualitative transition between these two classes. The anisotropic domain shape generates
orientational disorder in the systems that serves as an additional source of topological disorder and
also explains the linearity of the Lewis law in Cucumis epidermis. The geometrical formalism of
local cell packings gives quantitative predictions of size-topology correlations in both the isotropic
systems and the anisotropic systems. Interfacial mechanics indicates that the shape change from
isotropic domains to anisotropic domains is a signature of mechanical transition from tense solid
states to relaxed fluid states, governed by adhesive strength.
In the second part of the dissertation, the onset of topological disorder in ordered cellular
matter is studied using Drosophila compound eyes as a model system. Genetic perturbations on
the facet area regulation are sufficient to generate topological defects. We discover the large-scale
area gradient across the eye that has a distinctive effect on topological disorder compared to local
statistical area variations. Furthermore, cell mechanics inside ommatidia plays a crucial role in
defect generation. Taking into account the long-range area gradient and the internal structure of
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facets, the statistical model accurately predicts the onset of topological disorder and the defect
density in Drosophila eyes.
In the last part of the dissertation, we link energetic states of metastable states to metric
measures and statistical measures in a large class of cellular matter. The energy difference between
two metastable states, separated by a single T1 transition, is strongly correlated with the T1 edge
length regardless of area polydispersity and governing energy functionals. Adopting the universal
correlation, the edge length distribution analytically predicts a global energy difference between
metastable states and ground states. Furthermore, local statistical measures describe inherent
structure energy of metastable states. The scalar measures of area polydispersity, defect density,
and cross-correlation between size and topology are sufficient for a complete description of the
metastable energy landscape. These findings confirm interdependence between the structure and
mechanics in cellular matter and can be potentially utilized to infer mechanical states from visual
information only.
7.2 Outlook
While theoretical models developed in this dissertation are applicable for a large variety of cellular
matter, these models become inaccurate or even misleading under certain conditions. Our work
focuses on homogeneous cellular matter such that the constituent domains are equal types so
material properties between individual domains are identical or under small random fluctuations.
However, heterogeneous cellular matter can exhibit qualitatively distinct structural and mechanical
properties, derived from a significant amount of variations on domain properties. Hence, theoretical
models should take into account heterogenous domain properties for a more general description of
cellular matter. Large-scale structures and spatial correlations in cellular matter can also alter
domain statistics and geometry. For instance, externally applied macroscopic strain commonly
gives rise to anisotropic domain shapes along principal directions. Self-organization in biological
systems also induces non-trivial long-range order that influences domain structures in large extent.
The effects of the long-range order should be further studied and implemented into the theoretical
model.
In this dissertation, we mainly consider cellular matter under small or moderate area poly-
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dispersities. If the area polydispersity increases beyond the limit of our works, a typical domain
packing undergoes a qualitative transition from disordered random packings to Apollonian packings
in which a few large cells are decorated with large number of small cells[162, 163]. Further exten-
sions of the current models are essential to understand this type of fractal structures[164], which
can be potentially applicable to the study of hierarchical structure materials. While T1 transition is
extensively studied in this dissertation, cellular matter in nature remodels their structure through
different types of topological transitions such as cell apoptosis(T2 transition), cell fusion, cell divi-
sion, and cell extrusion. A wider variety of equilibrium configurations are obtainable through these
transitions and their effects on domain structures should be studied further in the future.
The theories on 2D cellular matter in this dissertation can also be potentially extended to 3D
systems. While the studies on confluent monolayers of cells provide valuable insights on fundamen-
tal features of cellular matter, understanding certain properties in 3D cellular matter necessitate
modeling of full 3D structures. Analogous size-topology correlations of particulate packings in 3D
suggest possible extensions of 2D theories to 3D systems[7]. 3D monodisperse foam simulations
demonstrate correlations between energy level and domain structures[165]. Recently, a Voronoi-
based model reveals the same type of the loss of rigidity transition in 3D confluent systems, governed
by adhesive strength between neighboring cells[166]. These attempts are crucial steps to establish
the unifying framework on cellular matter that will further strengthen the relations between statis-
tics, geometry, and mechanical states in 3D generic cellular matter.
Dynamical aspects of cellular matter need to be further studied and be incorporated into cur-
rent theories. In particular, biological tissues vigorously grow and remodel their structures through
successive developmental stages so dynamics in sub-cellular and cellular level is an essential com-
ponent for the comprehensive theoretical description. Cell division is a dominant mechanism in
early developmental stages and cell differentiation and collective cellular behaviors such as morpho-
genetic flows in tissue-level emerge afterwards to evolve domain structures in animal tissues. Actin
dynamics at cell junctions continuously alter mechanical properties in cellular level in response to
chemical and mechanical cues. Throughout this dissertation, the mechanical model assumes static
or quasi-static conditions such that the observed states are at local equilibrium states. While this
approach holds for the systems that relaxes quickly to metastable states after topological tran-
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sitions, it becomes inaccurate for the systems with the relaxation time scale comparable to the
sub-cellular dynamics time scale or the systems under a significant amount of active forces. In
these cases, the observed configurations are no longer metastable states and the dynamical effects
become crucial to understand the correlations between mechanical states and domain structure.
Hence, a multi-scale dynamics model that links sub-cellular and cellular phenomena to tissue me-
chanics should be developed to obtain a holistic understanding of morphogenesis.
7.3 Closing Remarks
The overarching theme of the dissertation is developing a general framework that describes the
mechanical states and the structural properties of cellular matter, not only in the ground states,
but also in the metastable states. A simple description of the inherent structure energy either
by metric properties or by statistical properties is applicable to a large class of cellular matter.
In particular, the universal features of cellular matter are useful for analysis of complex systems
such as biological tissues because visual information only infer underlying physical and mechanical
properties. The general characteristics of this work opens up promising opportunities for subsequent
interdisciplinary studies, spanning physics, biology, and engineering, and also serves as a stepping-
stone for a unifying theory for domain systems.
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Appendix A
Calculation of the Conditional
Neighbor Probabilities
In this Appendix1, we present further detail of computing the conditional probability of chapter 2.
The conditional probability of the center cell Ac having n neighbors P (n|Ac) can be computed from
the single-edge probabilities Pξ(ni|lc), where ξ =R,G and B. We first compute Pξη(n|lc), which is
the conditional probability that two parallel edges of the center rectangle have n neighbors. There
are six distinct combinations of two parallel edges, ξη =RR, GG, BB, RG, RB, and BG. Pξη(n|lc)





In the next step, we compute the probabilities that a particular pattern of the central rectangle
has n neighbors, Pξεηψ(n|Ac). The sum of the neighbors of the two long parallel edges and that of
the two short parallel edges should be equal to n for the central rectangle with n neighbors. As
explained in the chapter 2, there are only three different types of neighbor patterns, ξεηψ =RBRB,
RGGB, and RGBG. For a given central rectangle with Ac, the short and long edge lengths are
l1 =
√
Acα and l2 =
√
























Finally, the conditional probability P (n|Ac) can be computed from Pξεηψ(n|Ac) with the as-
sumption that each neighbor pattern occurs with equal probability.
1This appendix is adapted from Kim et al[3].
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With the conditional probability, the neighbor distribution P (n) can be computed by convolu-
tion with P (A).
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Appendix B
Robustness and Generality of
Cucumber Simulations
In this Appendix1, we provide additional details on SE simulations of Cucumis experiments as well
as on tests of the robustness and generality of SE simulations.
B.1 Global Orientation of Cells
Figure B.1: Frequency graphs (with equal number of bins) of orientation angle φ of cells in (a) a
Cucumis tissue sample in experiment, (b) a sample in a Surface Evolver simulation, with the same
polydispersity cA = 0.38 as the experiment. In this simulation, cP = 0.045, γ = 0.22, so that the
sample is at the transition point.
In the geometric models explained in Chapter 2, the correlation between domain statistics and
shapes is accurately predicted by considering local neighbor configurations only [6, 3], thus no
long-range correlations of cell shapes and orientations are taken into the models. However, the
domain statistics will alter significantly if cells align in a certain direction due to the effects of
large-scale directional forces. Even if large-scale directional forces are absent in the systems, it is
possible that tissue samples (in experiments or simulations) minimize their energy by spontaneously
breaking symmetry and orienting cells in a (random) preferential global direction. In both cases,
1This appendix is adapted from electronic supplementary information of Kim et al[61]
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the distribution of cell orientation φi should exhibit a pronounced peak, indicating the existence of
long-range orientational order. We evalute the orientation distribution P (φ) and find no conclusive
signature of such large-scale organization (Fig. B.1a).
This analysis confirms that the anisotropy in cucumber tissues in not the results of global effects
such as anisotropic stress along the fruit growth direction. In the SE simulations, there is no energy
terms related to such global stress and P (φ) of the simulations also show that the orientation of
individual cells is random as well (Fig. B.1b).
B.2 Different Form of the Energy Functional
Figure B.2: Dependence of average tension λ̄ on γ for the quadratic and exponential energy func-
tionals, for monodisperse samples with cP = 0.045. While the variability of λ̄ near γc is somewhat
different, both curves track each other very closely, and the transition value γc itself is indistin-
guishable.
We investigate how sensitive a mechanical equilibrium state is to the exact form of the energy
functional that depends on domain perimeters, while the generic leading-order term stays same
as the quadratic term of the equation 3.2. One strong variation of the functional form is to
let the energy change exponentially with the perimeter. The exponential energy functional that






















The SE simulations with the exponential energy functional generates an almost identical transi-
tion curve λ̄(γ), see Fig. B.2. This confirms that the equilibrium states are insensitive to the exact
form of the energy functional, not just the transition value γc itself, but for all relevant values of
γ ≤ γc if the generic leading-order term stays same.
B.3 Bending Energy
Figure B.3: Equilibrium configurations from SE simulations; (a) using the energy functional of
Eq. 3.2 in the chapter 3, without a bending energy term. (b) using the energy functional with the
added bending energy. The curvature in the edges is reduced compared to (a), while the geometric
and statistical features given in the figures remain in very close agreement.
In biological systems, small variations on mechanical properties between homogeneous cells nat-
urally arises as inherent features. We show that this type of variation, translated to the quenched
disorder in the equilibrium perimeter Pi,0, is essential to reproduce the correct eccentricity distri-
bution P (e) in Cucumis experiments. However, the equilibrium states under the quenched disorder
of cP = 0.045 contain strongly curved edges while all interfaces in the experiments are relatively
straight. In SE simulations, strongly curved edges can be easily generated because bending defor-
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mation of an edge is not penalized in the energy functional. However, cell wall in plant tissues
is generally very stiff and can resist bending deformation. To investigate the role of the bending
energy, we introduce a bending energy term of edge ij Ebend,ij = (1/2)KbC
2
ijLij where Kb is the
bending modulus and Cij is curvature of edge ij. Note that the bending energy term goes beyond
the leading-order energy functional for structureless boundaries between neighboring cells: the
bending energy implies finite thickness of cell-cell interfaces, h. Assuming plant cell wall as thin
elastic plate, the normalized bending modulus can be written in terms of the cell wall thickness,
Kb = h
2/12 (this is normalized by the area stretch modulus KA) [167]. The bending energy term
does not introduce additional free parameters because the cell wall thickness h can be directly
measured from experimental images, h ≈ 1.0µm. Introducing the bending energy term Ebend,ij ,
edges with large curvatures in the equilibrium states now become relatively straight but the re-
sulting eccentricity distribution and topology statistics are unchanged (Fig. B.3). We checked SE
simulations for both γ far from and near the transition values and the variations in the eccentricity
distribution and topological disorder is small and within the range of experimental uncertainty: 2%
changes in ē, 4% changes in the width of P (e), and 4% changes in cn. We conclude that the bending
energy term has negligible effects on the conclusions of our simulations with equation 3.2 so the
leading-order energy functional is sufficient to explain the transition in Cucumis experiments.
B.4 Transition Dependence on Degrees of Freedom
We evaluate whether the transition values γc is robust against the degrees of freedom in the model.
SE finds the lowest energy configuration by a gradient descent method but the equilibrium con-
figuration also depends on the number of edge refinements. In general, larger number of edge
refinements provides higher degrees of freedom in the model so more detail of the equilibrium con-
figurations can be captured. Two simple implementations without edge refinements in SE are the
linear model (straight edges with two end vertices) and the quadratic model (parabolic edges with
two end vertices and one middle vertex). Additional edge refinements further increases the degrees
of freedom to almost arbitrary resolution. The schematic of cells for these models are presented in
Fig. B.4 .
In principle, higher degrees of freedom yield more realistic configurations because the numerical
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Figure B.4: Schematic of nodes (degrees of freedom in energy minimization) for the different SE
models discussed in the text.
simulations approach to the continuum degrees of freedom of the real physical systems. The lowest
energy can also depends on the degrees of freedom. We find that the first refinement from the
linear model to the quadratic model has significant effects on the equilibrium states but additional
refinements to the quadratic model do not. The rigidity transition from tense states to relaxed
states persists in both linear and quadratic model but the transition value of γ differs significantly
in the linear model compared to the quadratic model even in the monodisperse systems without the
quenched disorder. SE simulations demonstrate that this transition value γ0 for cA = 0, cP = 0,
where all effective tensions drop to the numerical zero, shifts from γ0 ≈ 0.155 in the linear model
to γ0 ≈ 0.125 in the quadratic model (Fig. B.5). The difference in γ0 indicates that the degrees
of freedom in the linear model is not sufficient to simulate the realistic equilibrium configuration,
and thus the location of the rigidity transition. If the degrees of freedom is increased further by
implementing edge refinements, the additional effect is entirely negligible. The transition value γ0
changes by about 10−4 only upon introducing two steps of refinements for all edges and minimizing
the domain energy. Hence, we conclude that further refinements from the quadratic model have
almost no effects on the equilibrium configurations and the transition value so we mainly use the
unrefined quadratic model in our simulations.
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Figure B.5: Comparison of λ̄(γ) for the linear and quadratic models, for otherwise identical
monodisperse samples without quenched disorder (cA = 0, cP = 0). Note the significant changes
in the location of the transition value γ0, while further refinement results in no distinguishable
changes to the quadratic-model transition value.
B.5 Tension Variations and Protocol Dependence
The average tension values λ̄(γ) are finite and well defined for small γ far from the transition and
becomes zero for γ > γc. However, near the transition where the effective tension vanishes pre-
cipitously, large degree of fluctuations in the λ̄ values of individual samples is observed that leads
to the large standard deviation of error bar (Fig. 3.3a). Note that the average λ̄ still decays sys-
tematically, approaching zero in a power-law fashion. The most striking property of this variation,
though, is that it is not reflected within each sample. Fig. B.6 shows the effective tension distri-
bution P (λ) of individual edges λij = log ε
eff
ij for five polydisperse samples(cA = 0.38) without the
quenched disorder(cP = 0) near the transition (γ = 0.13). While the mean values of individual
distributions vary over an extremely wide range, their width is reasonably narrow (note that two of
these samples actually reach to the degenerate ground states to numerical accuracy(λ̄ < λ̄min but
we have not bounded the tension values to illustrate the range). Quantitatively, the average value
of coefficient of variation of P (λ) cλ for individual samples is only 0.09. Introducing the quenched
disorder cP = 0.045 increases cλ to 0.32 but this value is still far less than the λ̄ variations between
sample to sample.
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Figure B.6: Probability distribution P (λ) of logarithmic strains for five samples with different initial
conditions, but identical parameters: all samples are polydisperse (cA = 0.38), without quenched
disorder (cP = 0), and near the transition (γ = 0.13). The variation between the mean λ values of
different samples is much greater than the variation within each sample.
We therefore conclude that the sample size N = 400 in our simulations is small enough to
give rise to very significant variations in mechanical ground states between different samples. The
changes of the T1 protocols that can significantly change λ̄ values of individual samples do not
eliminate this strong variation between sample to sample. A realistic system of finite size would be
subject to the same variability of local energy minima so it is possible that some samples can reach
the degenerate ground states while other samples are still in tense states. Hence, in order to be
certain that a given sample reaches the relaxed degenerate ground states, the adhesion parameter
γ has to be much larger than the transition value so that the tension drops to zero for all samples.
This explains why geometry and statistics of our tissue samples are compatible with γ values at




Materials and Methods in the
Analysis of Drosophila Eyes
In this Appendix1, we presents further detail of materials and method in the analysis of Drosophila
eyes.
C.1 Experimental Data Acquisition
Genetic strains of Drosophila melanogaster were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock
Center. Analysis was performed on the strain genotypes listed in the following table. We will use
the abbreviations in the first column of Table C.1 as shorthands to address the different strains.
Name Genotype Reference
Wildtype w1118 [168]
Ras w1118 ; sev > Ras1T17N/+ [125]
Sev w1118 sevd2 [169]
Fz Df(3L)fz-GF3b / Df(3L)Exel6122 [170, 171]
Table C.1: The different Drosophila genotypes used in the present investigation.
Animals were raised on standard cornmeal molasses food at 23◦C. Compound eyes were dis-
sected from animals 48 hours after pupariation, and were fixed for 1 hour in 40 mg/ml paraformalde-
hyde in PBS. After washing and permeabilization in PBST (PBS + 0.1% (v/v) Triton-X100), eyes
were incubated overnight at 4◦C with MAb 4F3 anti-Discs Large (Developmental Studies Hy-
bridoma Bank) diluted 1:10 (v/v) in PBST. Eyes were washed in PBST and incubated for 1 hour
at 23◦C with goat anti-mouse IgG conjugated to the fluorophor Alexa488 (Thermo Fisher). Eyes
were washed in PBST, followed by clearing in Vectashield and mounting for microscopy.
Confocal laser-scanning microscopy was performed on a Leica SP5 system using a Plan Apo
20x/0.8 objective and 72µm pinhole. A 636µm×636µm field of view was imaged in 2048×2048
1This appendix is adapted from Kim et al[2].
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pixels by resonance scanning. Each optical section was 1.95µm in depth, and a stack of sections
was collected for each eye sample.
In total, we have acquired data from 76 eyes, each with a number of ommatidia ranging from 368
to 745. In a small percentage of the samples, the retinal epithelium was torn during preparation,
with damage ranging from small fissures to missing retinal areas. As described below, ommatidia
next to such lesions were excluded from the analysis, resulting in smaller ommatidial counts.
C.2 Image Analysis
C.2.1 Image Analysis
A reliable image analysis protocol is crucial in order to extract accurate statistics from experimental
images. Raw images are first converted to segmented images in which ommatidial interfaces (and for
larger magnification also cell-cell interfaces within ommatidia) are identified as edges of single-pixel
thickness. For the segmentation, a MATLAB watershed algorithm is implemented after a series of
pre-processing and manual corrections are applied to the images (Fig. 4.1(f)). All measurements
exclude boundary ommatidia and ommatidia abutting torn regions. The cross-sectional areas
A and number of neighbors n of the individual segmented ommatidia can now be determined
automatically. As shown in Fig. 4.1(g), the Fz mutant shows a much wider probability distribution
P (A) than Wildtype. We quantify polydispersities of the P (A) distributions by their coefficients
of variation cA (the quotient of standard deviation and mean). Likewise, one way of quantifying
the number of defects is the coefficient of variation cn of the (discrete) probability distribution of
neighbor numbers; it was shown that the quantities cA and cn are strongly correlated in systems
in mechanical equilibrium [8, 6, 41, 11, 3, 61].
Wildtype, as well as the mutants Ras and Sev, display a small number of defects statistically
consistent with zero, while defects in Fz mutants are much more frequent (Table C.2 and Table C.3).
Furthermore, most defects in Wildtype, Sev, and Ras eyes are located near the boundary and are
generally artifacts of the segmentation process (typically, at most one such boundary artifact is
detected per sample, and manually corrected). After resolving these cases, the entire domain be-
comes an almost perfectly regular honeycomb. By contrast, defects in Fz mutants exist throughout
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the bulk of the domain. Thus, Fz mutants yield a larger cn significantly different from zero, in
qualitative agreement with the larger cA seen in Fig. 4.1(g).
We now investigate whether this correlation between area variation and topological disorder
can be understood from quantitative modeling. We first verify that constructing Voronoi domains
(using the centroids of ommatidia as seed points [65], as determined from the watershed algorithm)
gives an accurate representation of the ommatidial structure (Fig. 4.1(f)). The area variation,
the defect density, and also the location of individual defects are found to be in good agreement
with experiment, so that we conclude that Voronoi construction based on centroid information is
a suitable modeling framework to study size-topology correlations in the Drosophila eye.
Genotype retina samples Ommatidia per sample defects
Wildtype 21 607± 42 1.3± 1.8
Sev 15 516± 62 4.5± 3.2
Ras 10 598± 104 0.7± 2.2
Fz 30 648± 47 124± 39
Table C.2: Summary of experimental data. ”Defects” is the number of ommatidia with a different
number of neighbors than six. Error margins are standard deviations.
Genotype cn cA cA,sy cA,st
Wildtype 0.005± 0.006 0.102± 0.022 0.077± 0.019 0.067± 0.015
Sev 0.014± 0.008 0.104± 0.013 0.072± 0.012 0.075± 0.010
Ras 0.002± 0.005 0.119± 0.019 0.095± 0.022 0.069± 0.007
Fz 0.074± 0.012 0.151± 0.018 0.101± 0.019 0.111± 0.015
Table C.3: Summary of experimental data, continued. Coefficients of area variation are given for
the total, systematic, and statistical variation. Error margins are standard deviations.
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Appendix D
Further Details on Correlation
between Geometry and Energy of
Metastable States
In this Appendix1, we give (1) further detail on the simulation protocols used, (2) additional
examples of the universal correlation between T1 edge length and energy difference, demonstrating
its insensitivity to changes in protocol, (3) additional examples of the universal exponential decay
of edge length change, (4) further details on the analytical calculation of the energy difference
correlation based on an example configuration of four cells, (5) the technical steps leading to an
analytical approximation of the effect of edge length fluctuations on the energy reduction during
successive T1s, and (6) error analysis of the final energy as inferred from the initial edge length
distribution, compared with the results of simulations.
D.1 Variations of the Simulation Protocol
We used Surface Evolver (SE) to find metastable states of 2D foams and tissues with energy
functionals Ef and Et as defined in the main text. For a given mechanical energy functional and
given geometric constraints, SEs find a configuration that represents a (local) energy minimum by
exploring positional changes of vertices. In our case of 2D domain systems, the vertices are both
the locations where edges meet and additional vertex points on the edges that allow for curved
edge shapes (quadratic or arc-of-circle mode of SE).
Initial domain configurations are prepared by constructing a Voronoi diagram from a point
pattern generated from different seed algorithms: (i) a random Poisson point process with a density
appropriate for generating N domains; (ii) a regular triangular lattice of N points with every point
displaced by a Gaussian random variable with a chosen standard deviation αG (cf. [2]); (iii) a
modified Poisson process with hard-core exclusion (minimum distance dmin between points)[10];
1This appendix is adapted from supplemental material of Kim et al[134].
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(iv) application of Lloyd‘s algorithm [158] to any disordered point pattern with a larger or smaller
number of iterations nLloyd. This algorithm operates on a given Voronoi cell pattern, computing
new centroids from the current pattern by averaging. Repeating such a Lloyd‘s iteration leads to
successively more homogeneous and regular point pattern.
Between these algorithms, there is a plethora of ways to parametrize disorder of the seed points
– larger αG, smaller dmin, and smaller nLloyd lead to more disordered patterns.
Figure D.1: (a) Two examples of initial states in disordered foam samples; top: monodisperse
areas, bottom: areas Ai are polydisperse with cA = 0.4. Colors represent polygonal edge number:
3 (red) 4 (green), 5 (yellow), 6 (grey), 7 (blue), 8 (purple), 9 (pink). (b) Scatter plot of ∆E(L)
from individual T1 events in cA = 0.4 foam simulations with a variety of preparation protocols:
perturbed lattices with αG ∈ [0.87, 7] (blue), hard-core Voronoi patterns with dmin ∈ [0.5, 1.2]
(orange), Lloyd’s algorithm iterations with nLloyd ∈ [5, 70] (green). (c) Scatter plot of ∆E(L)
from individual T1 events in cA = 0.4 foam simulations with random area assignment (red) and
correlated area assignment (purple). The black dashed line in (b) and (c) is the overall linear fit
to the data used to evaluate α and Lc.
The Voronoi diagram is constructed from the initial point pattern is then used as input for SE.
Polydispersity is enforced by generating N area values Ai from a gamma-distributed probability
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density function with a given cA and mean area 3
√
3/2 (a gamma distribution represents well the
area distributions of many realistic 2D cellular systems in nature). The N area values are assigned
to the N domains either (a) randomly, or (b) with maximum correlation, i.e., such that the sequence
of Voronoi areas (from smallest to largest) agrees with the sequence of topologies.
Considerable adjustments from the Voronoi areas to the sample areas Ai often lead to SE
configurations with zero edge lengths (i.e., edges with numerically zero length values). Such a
configuration with a four-way junction is not a local energy minimum and thus no metastable state
– a T1 transition will smoothly reduce the energy. Therefore, we enforce T1 transitions on edges of
zero length until a metastable state is reached (for different samples, this may require between zero
and dozens of T1s). The resulting metastable state is the initial configuration from which p(`) is
extracted and which marks the zero-energy point for the calculation of ∆Etot. Figure D.1a shows
two examples of such initial states of disordered samples – one with monodisperse areas, the other
with cA = 0.4 polydispersity.
The correlation between edge length and energy difference implies that flipping the shortest edge
is statistically the most efficient way to decrease global energy; therefore, we apply T1 transitions
to the current shortest edge in every simulation step – we call this strategy the ”greedy” algorithm.
However, the greedy algorithm will fail at some n in the later stage of the simulation, because the
shortest edge, after flipping, is again the shortest. An unchanged algorithm will thus flip the edge
back and forth and never reduce total energy further, while there remain other short edges that,
by flipping, do decrease the domain energy. To resolve this issue, we modified the greedy algorithm
in two different ways: (1) edge exclusion list: after back-and-forth flipping, an edge is added to a
list of edges excluded from the T1 selection, so that the next shortest edge(s) are now eligible for
T1s; (2) jiggling: a Gaussian perturbation is applied to the coordinates of all vertices before every
T1 step, so that the edge lengths fluctuate as well. This also increases the number of candidates
for shortest edge in a given step. The effect of both methods is an annealing of the lowest-energy
state, exploring the energy landscape further by extending the parameter space. The additional
energy decrease by these annealing methods is considerable (typically an additional 5− 20%). The
final energy reached by any of these algorithms (the approximation to the ground state energy) is
insensitive to the method.
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D.2 Universal Correlation between T1 Edge length and Energy
Difference
In the chapter 5, we demonstrated that there is a universal correlation between T1 edge length
before T1 transition and an energy difference between adjacent metastable states. Here we give
additional examples of the ∆E(L) correlation and its insensitivity to protocol and method, as well
as further support for the analogous ∆E(`) correlation.
We first demonstrate that there is no systematic dependence of empirical ∆E(L) data on the
variations in the domain preparation protocols indicated in the previous section. Figure D.1b shows
a scatter plot of the ∆E(L) values of individual T1 transitions from a total of 18 simulations. These
include point preparations from perturbed lattices with αG ∈ [0.87, 7], hard-core Voronoi patterns
with dmin ∈ [0.5, 1.2], and Lloyd’s algorithm iterations of nLloyd ∈ [5, 70]. No systematic dependence
of the mean or scatter of the values is evident. Analogously, Fig. D.1c demonstrates independence of
the algorithm of area assignment: Whether assigning areas randomly or with maximum correlation
to the pre-existing Voronoi cell topologies, the simulations show indistinguishable results. All data
are consistent with the universal ∆E = α(L− Lc) fit to the expectation value, and any scatter in
∆E(L) can be thought of as inherent to the specific (local) microstructure of the T1 transitions.
In the main text, it is shown that ∆E(L) is independent not only of these features of simulational
protocol, but of the degree of polydispersity as well as the type of energy functional. Here, we
demonstrate the same independence for ∆E(`). In Fig. D.2a, the correlation ∆E = β(` − `c) is
shown to be a good representation for a variety of polydisperse foams, while Fig. D.2b shows the
same for tissues of smaller (γ = 0) or larger (γ = 0.1) adhesivity. Note that the latter samples
are an order of magnitude closer to the transition point, where the ground state loses rigidity
(γc ≈ 0.12), but there is no significant difference of ∆E(`) for the different functionals.
We further identify the universal correlation between the initial edge length L and the final
edge length Lf of the flipping edge. The linear relation Lf = −0.97(L − 1.25) accurately predict
the universal correlation in both foam simulations and tissue simulations (Fig. D.2c,d).
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Figure D.2: Universal correlation between relative edge length ` and energy difference ∆E: (a)
Foam simulations of varying polydispersity, (b) tissue simulations with different adhesion parameter
γ. The black dashed line is the overall linear fit to the data used to evaluate β and lc. Universal
correlation between the initial edge length L and the final edge length Lf of the flipping edge: (c)
Foam simulations of varying polydispersity, (d) tissue simulations with different adhesion parameter
γ. The black dashed line is the overall fit to monodisperse foam simulations.
D.3 Exponential Decay of Edge Length Change
Every T1 transition induces local domain shape changes around it, with the effect on vertex posi-
tions and edge lengths decaying exponentially. We found that the exponential decay of the edge
length changes with distance r from the T1 edge is universal regardless of area polydispersity and
energy functional. In Fig. D.3 we give further data supporting this statement, and show that
the the same universal decay rate governs the spatial dependence of (i) the modulus of absolute
edge length changes |δL|, (ii) the modulus of relative edge length changes |δ`|, (iii) the standard
deviation of absolute edge length changes σδL, (iv) the standard deviation of relative edge length
changes σδ`. Figure D.3 further demonstrates that not only are the decay rates κ universal for all of
these quantities, but the same prefactor (called σδ`0 in the following section) consistently describes
the r-dependence of all of these quantities.
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Figure D.3: Edge length changes decays exponentially with the distance from the T1 edge (the
radial distance r is counted from the pre-T1 center of the flipping edge). (a) modulus of relative
edge length change(|δ`|), (b) standard deviation of relative edge length change (σδ`), (c) modulus
of absolute edge length change (|δL|), (d) standard deviation of absolute edge length change(σδL).
Circle: foam, cA = 0, diamond: foam, cA = 0.2, square: foam, cA = 0.5, up triangle: tissue,
cA = 0.4, γ = 0, down triangle: tissue, cA = 0.4, γ = 0.1. Black dashed line is the best fit of
empirical data.
D.4 Analytical Calculation of Energy Change by a T1 Transition
As the effect of T1 transition decays exponentially with distance from the flipping edge, and
because we find that the initial length of the T1 edge is enough to estimate the total energy change
of the sample, we argue that an approximate calculation of ∆E is possible from just the local edge
geometry around the flipping edge. At a minimum, four cells change shape (and topology) in a
T1, and we consider local geometries where the vertex positions of these four cells are variable, but
are connected to a set of fixed edges located at vertex positions of a regular honeycomb of area A0
(red vertices in Fig. D.4). For simplicity, we further assume symmetry of the configuration with
respect to both the x- and y-axes, and that all edges are straight. For polydisperse calculations,
we enforce target areas of A0 −∆A for two of the four cells, and A0 + ∆A for the other two.
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Figure D.4: (a)-(d) Simplified local configurations for analytic calculations: (a) regular hexagonal
pattern, (b) a quadruple defect (dislocation pair) with equal area cells, (c) hexagonal pattern with
area polydispersity, (d) a quadruple defect with area polydispersity. Green vertices are free to
move while red vertices are fixed. (e) Result of the analytical approach for the energy correlation
(L(∆A), E(∆A)) with best linear fit (red, dashed) and linear fit to overall empirical data (black,
dashed). The blue circle in (a) gives the radius rs used as the minimum distance for the stochastic
edge length changes computed in section D.5.
Under these assumptions, the ground state of the configuration is characterized by hexagonal
topology for every cell. In the monodisperse case, this is the regular honeycomb (Fig. D.4a); in
the polydisperse case, the central hexagons are irregular, but (because of the preservation of 120◦
angles between the straight edges) the total foam energy or equivalent foam energy is exactly the
same as for the regular honeycomb (Fig. D.4c). The energy difference to the flipped configuration
(with a dislocation pair of two pentagons and two hexagons, Fig. D.4 (b)(d)) is evaluated by adding
the edge lengths of this defect configuration. Every choice of ∆A gives rise to an equilibrium defect
configuration with a certain center edge length L(∆A) and energy difference ∆E(∆A) from the
hexagonal ground state.
Symmetry restricts the degrees of freedom of the variable vertices (green in Fig. D.4) to 8
different x- and y-coordinates of vertices (xi, yi). Additionally, the target areas A0 − ∆A and
A0 + ∆A are assigned by introducing two Lagrange multipliers. The foam energy of the hexagonal
configuration E0 is simply the total length of variable edges, i.e., E0 = 29 in our normalization.
The quadrupolar defect configuration has a foam energy of
Eq = 4L12+4L23+4L34+4L25+4y1+2x5+4L1+4L3+2L4+λ5(A5−(A0−∆A))+λ7(A7−(A0+∆A)) ,
(D.1)
where Lij is an edge length between vertex i and vertex j (see Fig. D.4 for the nomenclature of
vertex positions vi). Lk is an edge length between vertex vk and the fixed vertex at fk. The
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Lagrange multipliers are denoted λ5, λ7. A5 and A7 are the target areas of the pentagon and




















= 0. The system of 10 equations is solved by
Newton‘s method in Mathematica, yielding vertex coordinates and edge lengths of the local energy
minimum configuration, as well as the energy from (D.1). Using a variety of ∆A values results in a
parametrized plot of (L(∆A), E(∆A)). While this relation is not mathematically linear, it can be
represented very well by a linear fit, whose parameters are very close to the average over empirical
data from simulations, as shown in Fig. D.4e and reported in Chapter 5.
D.5 Computation of the fluctuation correction to ∆Etot(n)
Using the initial probability distribution of relative edge length p(`) unaltered to compute the
cumulative energy loss makes the oversimplifying assumption that every T1 of an edge with ` < `c
simply removes it from the distribution, without any further changes. This is not strictly true, as
Fig. 5.1b,c of the main text and Fig. D.3 show: beyond the strong length changes of the flipping
edge itself and its neighbors, edges further away also lengthen or shorten, although the magnitude
of the change decays exponentially with distance.
The success of the analytical calculation assuming positional changes only for the vertices
indicated in green in Fig. 5.2c in Chapter 5 and Fig. D.4 shows that the length changes beyond a
certain distance from the T1 have little effect on ∆E, as we have fixed all edge lengths beyond the
vertices in red. We estimate this distance rs by taking the average radial position of the centers
of those edges connecting a variable (green) to a fixed (red) vertex, which from Fig. D.4a leads to
rs ≈ 2.53. Note that Fig. 5.1b of the main text confirms that the length change behavior alters
drastically at that radius.
Thus, length changes for r > rs should on average be neutral (lengthening or shortening), but
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they will still fluctuate stochastically with standard deviation σδL or σδ`, as indicated in Fig. D.3.
Because of the exponential decay of these measures, fluctuations of ` are dominated by those at
r ≈ rs, i.e.,
σδ`(rs) ≡ σs = σδ`0 exp(−κrs) ≈ 0.075 . (D.2)
The prefactor is σδ`0 ≈ 0.182; the effect of the distribution of length fluctuations is to act as
a convolution on p(`), broadening it. The overall effect will be to decrease the value of `(n), the
flipping edge after n T1s, to `(n)−∆`, say. We employ simple approximations to estimate an overall
value for ∆`: taking both p(`) and its convolution with the fluctuation p̃(`) to be approximately






s , respectively, an analytical solution for ∆` is obtained
by applying Eq. (5.6) with n = 1 to both p and p̃, viz.
∆` =
√
2(σ̃` − σ`)erf−1 [1− 2/(3N)] . (D.3)
The value of σ` is bounded from below by a distribution for which n(`c) = 1 (yielding σ` ≈ 0.11) and
from above by the widest distributions that can sustain metastable states, for which every domain
has an edge with ` < `c (yielding σ` ≈ 0.36). Thus we estimate an average σ` ≈ 0.23 and compute
∆` ≈ 0.037 for this case, which we take to be representative for the entire sample. The resulting
improved prediction for ∆Etot(n) only weakly depends on the details of these assumptions.
D.6 Error Analysis of ∆Etot Prediction
In the chapter 5, we present several examples of energy predictions based on the initial relative
edge length distribution p(`). While ∆Etot is predicted with good accuracy in all simulations, there
is a degree of fluctuation in the errors from sample to sample. For a given sample, we first quantify
the discrepancy between simulation and theoretical prediction in every step n as a relative error





For each simulation, we then compute the mean of the relative error over all steps, ē = 1n(`c)
∑n(`c)
i=1 e(i).
The leading-order theory of Eq. (5.8) in the chapter 5 results in a systematic error for all types
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of simulations: the predicted energy decrease is always less than that found in the empirical data.
Averaging over all samples, we find an overall error of this version of the theory of 〈ē〉 ≈ −0.08,
with a standard deviation σē ≈ 0.075. Using the improved theory according to Eq. (5.11), which
takes into account the length fluctuations in edges induced by other T1s, almost entirely eliminates
the systematic error: the overall average error is now 〈ē〉 ≈ −0.013, though fluctuations in error
between samples remain of approximately the same magnitude.
It is also notable that the quality of energy prediction is independent of the energy functional:
Whether Ef is evaluated in foam simulations or E
∗
f as a proxy for Et in tissue simulations, the
overall average error remains comparable: For the improved theory, it is 〈ē〉 ≈ −0.011 over all
foam samples and 〈ē〉 ≈ −0.026 over all tissue samples. The error fluctuations are also comparable,
so that these differences are attributable to variations between individual samples rather than to
systematic differences between energy functionals.
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Appendix E
Further Details on Correlation
between Statistics and Energy of
Metastable States
In this Appendix1, we give (i) further detail on the simulation protocols, (ii) explanation on the
correlation between shell statistics and the domain energy, (iii) further detail on the correlation
between tissue energy εt and equivalent foam energy ε
∗
f , (iv) further detail on the calculation of the
maximum cross-correlation coefficient ρm, (v) estimation of the coefficients of the energy function
s0(0) and k(cA) based on local defect configurations.
E.1 Simulation Protocols
E.1.1 Preparation of Initial Configurations
A set of N seed points in a rectangular periodic box is generated and the corresponding Voronoi
diagrams are used as initial configurations for SE simulations. Three different point processes are
adopted to generate a rich variety of topological structures: Perturbed Lattice algorithm, Lloyd
algorithm, and Hardcore algorithm. The perturbed lattice algorithm displaces regular triangular
lattice points randomly by Gaussian noise with a standard deviation α. As α increases, the per-
turbed point pattern becomes more disordered and the corresponding Voronoi diagram contains a
larger number of defects, i.e., µ2 increases. The Lloyd algorithm regularizes random Poisson point
patterns through a prescribed number nL of Lloyd iterations. Each iteration updates the point pat-
tern by taking the centroid positions of Voronoi cells. A larger nL generates a more ordered Voronoi
tessellation and smaller µ2. The hardcore algorithm places N disks with radius r consecutively in
the periodic box and a new disk position is accepted only if there is no overlap with previously
generated disks. The point patterns and Voronoi diagrams become more regular as r increases,
reducing µ2. Varying α, nL, and r in these point processes, we can prepare initial configurations
1This appendix is adapted from supporting information of Kim et al[151].
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with a wide range of µ2. None of the results are sensitive to the particular preparation protocol.
E.1.2 Target Area Assignment
Target area values are randomly generated from a gamma distribution with a given area poly-
dispersity cA. When the target area values are assigned randomly to initial Voronoi cells, there
is no correlation between size and topology so the resulting cross-correlation coefficient ρ is close
to 0. On the other hand, the maximum cross-correlation coefficient ρm can be attained by as-
signing area values in the order of initial Voronoi cell topologies. If a fraction of initial Voronoi
cells nc = Nc/Ntot is chosen and their area values are assigned in the order of topology while the
remaining cell areas are assigned randomly, the cross-correlation coefficient lies between 0 and ρm.
Hence, any positive ρ between 0 and ρm can be imposed on the initial configuration by changing nc.
Likewise, any negative ρ > −ρm can be attained by assigning Nc area values in the reverse order
of topology, although most ρ < 0 structures prove to be unstable states. There is no systematic
difference in metastable state energies with respect to the area assignment strategy.
E.1.3 Eliminating unstable states and Annealing
Discrepancies between the initial Voronoi cell area and the target area induce a large degree of area
adjustment in initial energy minimization steps of SE simulations and thus generate a plethora of
unstable four-way vertices. These configurations are unstable (not metastable states), and the four-
way vertices are relaxed to two regular three-way vertices by T1 transitions. In our simulations, we
define a critical length Lc, so that any edges shorter than Lc undergo this four-way vertex treatment.
Typically, we choose Lc = 0.01L0, but results are insensitive to the particular choice. In addition
to generating initial metastable states, further metastable states can be generated by inducing
T1 transitions of edges longer than Lc. In particular, we commonly use the greedy algorithm that
performs a T1 transition on the currently shortest edge in the sample. This algorithm is an efficient
method for annealing metastable states to the ground state because there is a positive correlation
between local edge length and energy difference between two adjacent metastable states [134]. With
various initial configurations, different area assignments, and the annealing algorithm, we cover the
entire configuration space of metastable states in multiple ways and find the robust correlations
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between metastable states energy and statistical measures described in the main text.
E.2 Shell Statistics and Domain Energy
In the chapter 6, we demonstrate that the domain energy in monodisperse systems can be pre-
dicted by the defect density µ2 only but there remains small energy variations for a given µ2. The
energy fluctuation for a given µ2 in monodisperse systems partially stems from finite size effects
that decays approximately as N−1/2. However, we also find a systematic energy fluctuation de-
pending on preparation protocols of initial configurations. In general, PLA initial configurations
exhibit relatively lower energy compared to LA initial configurations for a given µ2 (Fig. E.1(b)(c)).
Hence, additional statistical measure is necessary to quantify structural differences between PLA
configurations and LA configurations that lead to the systematic energy variation.
Shell statistics evaluate topological correlations between a center cell and its concentric cells
with a topological distance j. The topological distance between two cells is a minimum number of
cells that should be traversed to connect them. For a given center cell, the collection of j-th nearest
neighbors makes a ring-shaped structure, which is called j-th shell of the center cell (Fig. E.1(a)).
To quantify the correlation between the center cell topology ni and j-th nearest neighbor topology
njk,i, we use the sum of j-th nearest neighbor topology mj,i =
∑
k njk,i as a topological measure and









By definition, m0,i is equal to ni so m0 = 6 and µ2,0 = µ2. m1,i can be translated to Aboav-Weaire
law. The sum rule derived by Weaire [33] relates m1 with µ2, m1 = 36 + µ2 and Aboav parameter
a approximates µ2,1 ≈ (6 − a)2µ2. For j ≥ 2, mi and µ2,j are strongly correlated with the center
cell topology because a number of cells in j-th shell depends on n but distinct defect structures
lead to small variations on mj and µ2,j .
The domain energy is linearly correlation with µ2,j for a fixed µ2. Geometrically, mj,i describes
the boundary of super-domain structure that is enclosed by j-th shell of the center cell i. Relatively
larger µ2,j implies tortuous boundary of the super-domain structure that contributes higher domain
energy. A noticeable difference of µ2,j for j ≥ 3 is observed between PLA configurations and LA
configurations. Hence, distinct degrees of disorder in intermediate-range topology correlations
explain the systematic energy variation. The energy prediction can be improved by including a
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Figure E.1: (a) Shell structure around a center cell(red circle). Each number represents a topological
distance from the center cell. (b) PLA and LA configurations show the systematic variation of
energy such that for a given µ2, LA configurations show relatively higher domain energy compared
to PLA configurations. (c) The systematic variation persists in εf0 prediction. (d) Additional energy
term of µ2,3 can resolve the systematic energy variation between PLA and LA configurations. (e)
The tissue energy εt can be translated to the equivalent foam energy ε
∗
f and its relation can be
derived analytically.
correction term depending on µ2,3.






stays almost constant in the entire range of µ2, s3(µ2) ≈ 0.00012 (Fig. E.1(d)).
The least-square fit of µ2,3(µ2) with a quadratic function gives µ2,3(µ2) = 121.2µ2+39.17(µ2)
2. The
systematic energy variation vanishes with the correction term and the amount of energy variation
for a given µ2 also decreases significantly (Fig. E.1(d)).
Higher µ2,j values in LA configurations can be understood by the nature of point processes.
In the case of PLA , regular triangular lattice points are perturbed by Gaussian noise with a
standard deviation α but α is generally less than twice of the magnitude of lattice vector in
most samples. Hence, PLA configurations retain intermediate-range topological correlations of
the regular triangular lattice. On the other hand, LA generally adopts Random Poisson Voronoi
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Tessellation(RVP) as a starting configuration and Lloyd iterations adjust individual seed points
locally. The reminiscence of disordered RVP structure persists in the large-scale structure while
Lloyd iterations reduce the defect density. Hence, LA configurations are more disordered in terms
of µ2,j for large j which leads to higher energy level for a given µ2 compared to PLA configurations.
E.3 Correlation between Tissue Energy and Equivalent Foam
Energy
The equivalent foam energy ε∗f is used to quantify metastable state energy of tissue simulations.
While the same correlation between ε∗f and statistical measures is valid in tissue simulations, the
governing tissue energy εt differs significantly from ε
∗
f and scales with γ. However, we find a strong
correlation between εt and ε
∗
f so εt can be analytically computed in terms of cA, γ and ε
∗
f . This
further supports the validity of ε∗f as an alternative energy measure in tissue simulations.
εt consists of a quadratic perimeter elastic energy and a linear adhesion energy and the compe-
tition between these energies determines domain statistics and metastable state energy. εt can be





























Pi,0 and κ is defined as κ = 1 +
γ
2 . εt,0 has
no effects on energy change so the quadratic term solely determine metastable state energy. The
expansion of the quadratic term gives a constant term, a linear term and a quadratic term of Pi.
Assuming that the ratio of current perimeter Pi to equilibrium perimeter Pi,0 stays constant for




















We define an equivalent foam energy of a special case that every domain relaxes to an equilibrium

























The correlation between εt and ε
∗
f can be well explained by the above equation (Fig. E.1(e)).
Hence, the energy landscape of ε∗f can be converted to that of εt analytically. While the absolute
scale changes significantly, the shape of the energy landscape does not changes much even if the
equivalent foam energy is replaced to the tissue energy.
E.4 Analytic Calculation of Maximum Cross-Correlation
Coefficient
The maximum cross-correlation coefficient ρm can be attained by assigning target area values in the
order of topology. Assuming that the neighbor distribution does not vary significantly for different
metastable states with same µ2, we can use the analytic expression of the neighbor distribution
P (n) derived from the geometric model[6]. The leading order expansions of P (n) simplifies the
analytic expression further.











β is a constant value, β =
√
2π2
585 . x is the coefficient of variation of the size distribution in the
geometric model but it is now simply a control parameter to change the width of P (n) distribution.
n is assumed to be in the range from 2 to 10 and the range of x in our calculation is between 0 and
0.9 to ensure
∑
n P (n) = 1 and n̄ = 6. P (n) is symmetric around n = 6 so P (6 − n) = P (6 + n).
Here, ψ2(x) ≈ −12 and ψ11(x) ≈
1
2 . The variance of the neighbor distribution µ2 can be written in




(n− 6)2P (n) = 2 (8 + 7ψ3(x) + 5ψ4(x) + 3ψ5(x) + ψ6(x)) (E.7)
The area distribution P (A) is assumed to be a normal distribution with Ā = 1 and a standard
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The cross-correlation coefficient ρ is invariant to the change of σA by definition so we choose a
specific value of σA = 0.3 in the following calculations. When target area values are assigned in the
order of topology, the range of area for domains with n neighbors can be computed, An−1 < A < An.
The range of n fixes A1 = −∞ and A10 = ∞. Due to the area assignment, the cumulative









The functional form of F (A) and that of
∑
n<k P (n) are identical so Ak can be written explicitly
in terms of n.










































The expression of nA can be written analytically in terms of G(An) and the parametric expres-



































E.5 Estimation of Coefficients in the Energy Function
E.5.1 s0(0) Estimation
Two local defect configurations are used to estimate the coefficient of the monodisperse energy
function s0(0): a single quadruple defect and two dislocations separated by a topological distance
of 2. We assume that these defect structures are embedded in the regular honeycomb so the
resulting µ2 is
4
N and the regular honeycomb energy is denoted as E0. The quadruple defect
can be generated by T1 transition to an arbitrary edge in the regular honeycomb and additional
T1 transition to the edge of the heptagon separates two dislocations. As T1 transition induces
local domain shape changes around it and its effects decays exponentially, the approximate energy
increase by these defect structures can be computed from local edge geometry only. We consider
local defect configurations where the vertex positions of these cells (four cells for the quadruple
defect and six cells for the two dislocations defect) are variables while the remaining vertices are
fixed at the vertex position of the regular honeycomb. Local cell areas are assumed to be fixed as
the average area A0.
In the case of the quadruple defect, there are five vertices that are free to adjust their positions
to minimize the domain energy but symmetries about both x-axis and y-axis reduces the degrees
of freedom to eight that depends on the coordinates of free vertices (xi, yi). The target areas
A0 is enforced by two Lagrange multipliers λ5 and λ7. The foam energy of the quadruple defect
configuration can be written explicitly as below.
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Figure E.2: Schematic diagram of local configurations, (a) the quadruple defect configuration and
the corresponding hexagonal configuration, (b) the two separated dislocations configuration and





= 0.6. Red vertices are fixed while green vertices are free to move for energy
minimization. (d) The correlation between dεf and dρ is approximately linear in the polydisperse
quadruple calculation and SE simulations. Red dashed line is the least square fit and the slope is
approximately m ≈ 0.5.
Eq = 4L12 +4L23 +4L34 +4L25 +4y1 +2x5 +4L1 +4L3 +2L4 +λ5(A5−A0)+λ7(A7−A0) , (E.18)
Lij and Lk are an edge length between vi and vj and an edge length between vertex vk and the
fixed vertex at fk respectively. A5 and A7 are the areas of the pentagon and heptagon respectively











An equilibrium state is characterized by a local extremum of Eq and such state can be obtained









= 0 simultaneously. The
system of 10 equations is solved by Newton‘s method in Mathematica, yielding vertex coordinates
and the domain energy of the local energy minimum configuration can be computed from vertex
positions. The quadruple defect induces the energy increases of Eq − E0 while the change of µ2
∆µ2 is
4
N . Hence, the ratio of Eq − E0 and ∆µ2 estimates s0(0) = 0.031.
The local energy minimum configuration of the two dislocations can be computed in the same
way. There are eleven free vertices and the domain areas are fixed by three Lagrange multipli-
ers. The local minimum energy Etd can be computed by solving the systems of 25 equations in
Mathematica. s0(0) can be estimated from the ratio of Etd − E0 and 4N and the resulting s0(0) is
0.045.
E.5.2 k(cA) Estimation
We consider the quadruple defect configuration embedded in the polydisperse hexagonal configu-
ration of a target cA to estimate k(cA). Instead of assigning an average area A0 to both pentagons
and heptagons, the area variation dA is introduced such that pentagon area and heptagon area are
assigned as A0−dA and A0 +dA respectively. Different dA induces the domain energy change and
also ρ change dρ. The area variation between pentagons and heptagons occurs for a fixed topology
so µ2 does not change. We further assume that cA is constant because only four cells exchange









The foam energy of the polydisperse quadruple defect can be written explicitly as below. It is
exactly same as the foam energy of the monodisperse quadruple defect except imposed area values
are different between pentagons and heptagons. The positions of fixed vertices are approximated
from the regular honeycomb.
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Eq = 4L12+4L23+4L34+4L25+4y1+2x5+4L1+4L3+2L4+λ5(A5−(A0−dA))+λ7(A7−(A0+dA)) ,
(E.20)










= 0. We define the energy difference between the monodis-
perse quadruple defect and the polydisperse quadruple defect with dA as dεf . While the analytic
formula of dεf cannot be derived, dεf shows approximately linear behavior in terms of dA such that
dεf = −m dANĀ where m ≈ 0.5. We also run SE simulations for the quadruple defect configuration
with varying dA and the correlation between dA and dεf agrees well with our analytic prediction.
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